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Introduction

What is American poetry? This simple question had many contradictory answers during the 

Cold War, when a response revealed as much about politics as poetics. This was a period when the 

personal became political and arguments about poetry and national policy  overlapped. Conservative 

critics in the 1940s and ’50s who favored received forms over formally experimental poetry  not 

only showed their politics in negative reviews of such poetry, they used poetry reviews to promote 

their politics. Cold War arguments about what made poetry  poetry were also disputes over what 

made Americans American. While Donald Allen’s anthology, The New American Poetry 1945–1960 

(1960), is generally interpreted as a rejoinder to these conservative tendencies, the reality – like so 

many aspects of the Cold War – is not so simple.

Allen’s book is involved in Cold War politics and poetry in complex ways that have mostly 

been overlooked, as criticism of American poetry  since 1945 has tended to focus on form. This shift 

had started by  1960, the year Grove Press published Allen’s anthology and Robert Lowell described 

American poetry as a competition between the cooked and raw. In the years following World War 

II, American poetry and culture were undergoing dramatic changes and discussions of both were 

often acrimonious and divisive. In this context, a poem was never just a poem. These confluences of 

poetry, politics and propaganda should enrich our discussions of this writing. Yet, while post-war 

American culture from abstract expressionism to jazz, film and theater has been reexamined within 

the framework of Cold War cultural politics, The New American Poetry, one of the most influential 

poetry anthologies of the century, has been overlooked. 

But were Cold War politics truly germane to Allen’s editorial decisions, and if so, how are 

these influences visible in the anthology? On February 10, 1961, Allen wrote a letter to Charles 

Olson, narrating an event that had happened to him the day before: 

Then yesterday at the drugstore I heard the druggist say to three cute 
young bobbysoxers who were sipping icecream sodas: ‘Don’t you 
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girls do anything but eat icecream sodas and go to school?’ And they 
said immediately, ‘Yes, we fight communism.’1

These girls wittily  turn political discourse against a hectoring older man. But the moment also 

captures the way that ideology  pervaded everyday life in the years following World War II, evoking 

the environment in which The New American Poetry was conceived, published and interpreted. If 

the concept of fighting communism was on the minds of young girls in 1961, Allen himself, on 

other levels, was also immersed in the politics of his time. The New American Poetry is a Cold War 

anthology, influenced by this period of intense nationalism and contested borders, and such a 

reading of the book provides us with a new perspective on both it and American poetry of the 

period.

Furthermore, Allen’s anthology reflects some of the era’s most troubling characteristics, 

including American nationalism and imbalances of gender and race. This means that the dominant 

contemporary  conception of American poetry as split between traditional and avant-garde or free 

verse and formal, as well as the association of American poetry with innovation and British poetry 

with tradition, and the sense that white men have been responsible for poetic innovation since 

World War II – all of which Allen’s anthology helped establish – are grounded in the politics and 

cultural atmosphere of the Cold War. Studying the anthology within the era in which it  was 

developed and published forces us to question our assumptions about American poetry from 1945 

on and suggests new ways of thinking about the anglophone canon. 

Chapter I establishes the framework for the study by examining the material success of 

Allen’s anthology and its influence, both on subsequent American poetry anthologies and on the 

way we think about anglophone poetry. Four effects of the anthology are explicated. The first is the 

establishment of a division in American poetry between innovative and traditional. The second is 

the conflation of American poetry with innovation and British poetry  with tradition. The third effect 

2
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stems from the anthology’s inclusion of few women and poets of color, which has contributed to the 

sense that innovative American poetry has mostly been created by white men. The final topic of the 

chapter is the book’s nationalism and the way it claimed poetic innovation for the United States, 

rather than the English language in general. 

Chapter II examines the social, historical and political context in which Allen created and 

published his anthology to argue that The New American Poetry is rooted in the Cold War. The 

chapter highlights some of the crucial divisions and anxieties of literary production in the period, 

including debates about whether poets belonged in the academy, and the myopia of mainstream 

critics concerning poets not affiliated with universities or major presses. The chapter also shows 

how violent political rhetoric crept into American life during this period, including discussions of 

poetry, as American culture was used as propaganda, a weapon of the Cold War. Of central 

importance here is The New American Painting, a touring exhibition of abstract expressionist 

paintings that was secretly  funded by the CIA in 1959 and inspired Allen as he developed his 

anthology.

Chapter III examines Allen’s description of the community of love as the most important 

unifying quality of his book. Tracing the subversive political connotations of this phrase back to 

their roots, the chapter uses Allen’s words as a starting point for a consideration of the changing 

nature of relationships in Cold War America and reveals that while many of the poems do not 

appear to address political issues, they do in fact express radical approaches to marriage and 

relationships that put them at odds with the country’s prevailing conservative tendencies. 

Examining the specifically communist and communalist connotations of the phrase the community 

of love, the chapter reveals the complex ways that Allen and his anthology interacted with Cold War 

culture, politics and society. 

Chapter IV investigates the nationalism of Allen’s anthology, as manifest in the title and 

cover image of the American flag as well as Allen’s introduction and editorial policy. The chapter 
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argues that these elements fit The New American Poetry into the renewed sense of nationalism in 

the US during the Cold War. Of note here is how Allen’s definition of “American” shifted and 

contracted during the time he was editing the book, partially due to the influence of Charles Olson. 

The chapter also argues that by following up  on the initial success of this anthology with other 

publications using similar titles and cover images, Allen created a consensus about innovative 

poetry  as specifically American while at the same time suggesting that formal poetry  was old 

fashioned and tied to the British tradition. Reading the book from the transnational perspective 

allows us to recalibrate many of the anthology’s large claims, precipitating revisions of our ideas of 

US and British poetry alike. 

The dissertation concludes with an afterword that brings the debates surrounding the book 

and the American avant-garde up to date by looking at the legacy of The New American Poetry 

today. Issues of race and gender in the avant-garde have recently  invigorated the discourse and 

critics have argued that the roots of the current racial and sexual homogeneity of lauded 

experimental American poetry  lie in The New American Poetry. The contemporary relevance of 

these issues suggests that the time has come for an examination of the anthology’s Cold War context 

to show how Allen’s conception of American poetry was conditioned by the very culture he was 

pushing back against. 

A more general note on the way that I use terms like “American poetry” is required. One 

argument of this dissertation is that breath-based and colloquial poetry  was not exclusively  the 

innovation of American poets in the years following World War II. So when dealing with English-

language poetry  that was not restricted to the United States, the adjectives “anglophone poetry” or 

“English-language poetry” are typically utilized. And while the transnational standpoint of the 

thesis would suggest that the terms US or American poetry are misleading, limiting or even 

meaningless, these are at times utilized here to refer to the general category  of American poetry 

which is taken for granted by  most readers. In such cases these usages should be understood as 
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convenient signposts when the distinction is not essential for the argument. The following chapters 

provide alternatives for the obfuscating simplicity of raw versus cooked, academic versus avant-

garde and American verse versus the rest of the world, terms that have become too common in 

discussions of poetry. These clichés, left unquestioned, obscure our understanding of the crucial 

intersections of poetry, politics and culture.

 American poetry has not been the same since The New American Poetry. This dissertation 

does not attempt to return the discourse to the conditions that prevailed before Allen’s vital and 

important anthology was published, but rather to revisit  the origins of the current discourse to 

uncover its roots and resonances in Cold War America, so that we may move beyond the brilliant 

shadow The New American Poetry has cast. Only then will the path be cleared for new, more 

comprehensive ways of writing about poetic innovation since 1945. 

Reinstating Allen’s anthology in its volatile cultural context and unpacking the motivations 

– at  times conflicting and unconscious – that led the editor to conservatively nationalize an 

international development of innovative poetry  written in English while at the same time embracing 

the cultural liberalism of formal experimentation and socially  subversive opinions adds depth and 

subtlety not only to our reading of the poems in the book, but to the way we conceive of English-

language poetry in the second half of the twentieth century and beyond.

1. Raw Americans: The Persistence of The New American Poetry’s 

National Binary Model of Anglophone Poetry
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The New American Poetry 1945–1960 (1960) has been referred to as “germinal,”2 

“groundbreaking,”3  “epoch-making,”4  a “watershed,”5  and “indispensable.”6  According to the 

publisher and the editor, it has sold more than 100,000 copies, sometimes at a rate of several 

thousand per year,7  making it  one of the most highly  praised and economically  successful 

anthologies of post-war American poetry. Behind Enemy Lines reexamines this anthology and its 

effects; by deepening our understanding of Donald Allen’s editorial decisions and the context in 

which they were made, and by challenging received ideas of “cooked and raw”8  American poetry 

with social, political and thematic considerations, we may reach a more comprehensive and more 

accurate reading of the poetry  of the mid-twentieth century and beyond. To do so, we must attend to 

the Cold War context and a transnational rather than a national point of view. This dissertation 

questions the critical assumptions behind our understanding of the anthology, examining how it has 

influenced the discourse on anglophone poetry  for the last sixty years. It  concludes by asking 

whether the precedents the anthology set remain useful for understanding poetry written in English 

since World War II. 

Beginning with a brief consideration of the material success of The New American Poetry, 

this chapter focuses on four key  effects of the anthology. The first is the persistent binary between 

“cooked and raw,” namely  that American poetry consists of two camps, one of which is written in 

6

2 Alan Golding, “Black Mountain School,” The Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry & Poetics, Fourth Edition (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2012), 144.

3 Douglas Messerli, From the Other Side of the Century: A New American Poetry 1960-1990 (Los Angeles: Sun & 
Moon Press, 1994), 31.

4 Ron Silliman, Silliman’s Blog, Monday June 11, 2007, http://ronsilliman.blogspot.cz/2007/06/donald-allen-theres-no-
such-thing-as.html, May 15, 2015.

5 Martin Duberman, Black Mountain: An Exploration in Community (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 2009), 
412.

6 “The New American Poetry,” The Academy of American Poets, http://www.poets.org/poetsorg/book/new-american-
poetry-1945-1960, May 15, 2015.

7 The New American Poetry, 1945-1960, University of California Press, http://www.ucpress.edu/book.php?
isbn=9780520209534, May 1, 2015.

8 Robert Lowell, “National Book Award Acceptance Speech,” The National Book Awards, http://www.nationalbook.org/
nbaacceptspeech_rlowell.html#.Vllc7_mrTIU, May 1, 2015. 



free verse, energetic and self-expressive, while the opposing camp is formal, traditional and 

impersonal. This binary  stems in large part from Allen’s anthology, and has set the pattern for 

subsequent anthologies since the early  1960s. The second impact examined here is the conflation of 

so-called academic poetry with formal, conservative poetry in the British tradition, which is rooted 

in the widespread interpretation of The New American Poetry as an equal and opposite reaction to 

The New Poets of England and America (1957), edited by Donald Hall, Robert Pack and Louis 

Simpson, as these two anthologies taken together were mistakenly  considered a complete picture of 

the anglophone poetry of the period. The third effect examined is the impact of the anthology’s 

inclusion of few minorities and women, which reflects contemporary  concerns about racism and 

sexism in the American avant-garde, a legacy  that largely originated with The New American 

Poetry. The final effect examined in this chapter has to do with the anthology’s nationalism and the 

way Allen claimed the anglophone post-war avant-garde for America, an appropriation that persists 

today. These first three effects also inform the arguments of Chapter II, Chapter III, and the 

Afterword. Nationalism, the fourth effect, is the subject of Chapter IV. We begin with a practical 

consideration of the anthology’s material success before moving onto more conceptual concerns. 

1.1. I Sold the Best Minds of My Generation: The Material Success of The New 

American Poetry

On April 6, 1958, Donald Allen, working freelance for Grove Press, wrote to publisher 

Barney  Rosset with a proposal entitled “re: Publishing poetry.” In it, he outlined the possible 

advantages of publishing contemporary poets in a series through Grove: “I am trying to think of 

some way to package and present volumes of the newer poets we have been considering and 
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wonder if some such plan as this might not have some advantages.”9  The series was to focus 

primarily  on contemporary poets, but  would also include the work of older writers such as Herman 

Melville. Allen goes on to describe short, quarterly volumes presenting single poets. In his notes for 

the letter to Rosset, Allen writes that such a series would “get us other books by poets but also build 

name of press.”10 On July  30, 1958, Rosset responded to Allen with a contractual agreement for “an 

anthology of modern American poetry.”11 

It is difficult  to piece together the conversations that took place between April and July  as 

the contract was drawn up and the exact details of Allen’s project were confirmed and developed, 

and as Allen’s initial idea for a series of publications coalesced into a single anthology.12 But it is 

important to note that the monument that  is The New American Poetry was first  a product from a 

publisher that depended on sales for its existence. Allen’s correspondence over the next two years 

bears this out, as does the amount of work he put  into compiling and editing the anthology, which 

necessitated him leaving his post as editor of The Evergreen Review in 1959 to devote more time to 

the project.13  It  wasn’t until November 6, 1959, after the anthology had gone through numerous 

permutations, that Allen could write: 

Great fatigue and lassitude hitting me intermittently since Monday 
when I delivered the antho completed and ready  to roll. ... In the end 
the antho came to 400 pages, a solid chunk of something. I find it 
hard to believe, but we’ll see. By making it much larger than the 
estimated 320, I will be in the hole financially in March when I pay 

8

9 Donald Allen to Barney Rosset, April 6, 1958, Box 75, Folder 2, Donald Allen Collection, University of California at 
San Diego (UCSD).

10 Donald Allen to Barney Rosset, April 6, 1958, Box 75, Folder 2, Donald Allen Collection, UCSD.

11 Barney Rosset to Donald Allen, July 30, 1958, Box 75, Folder 2, Donald Allen Collection, UCSD.

12 At this time Allen was also planning another anthology, international and historical in scope, titled The Modern 
Tradition: An Anthology of Modern Poetry, 1800-1960, which remained unpublished. In his notes for the project Allen 
wrote “During recent years I’ve grown more and more interested in the way the modern poets have created their own 
tradition. This is a continuing process, of course, and it includes a number of writers of earlier periods, Dante and 
Shakespeare, for instance.” Box 88, Folder 1, Donald Allen Collection, UCSD.

13 Donald Allen to Edward Dorn, August 10 1959, Box 9, Folder 12, Donald Allen Collection, UCSD.



the poets the advances. So I am thinking of asking that I be permitted 
to use the poetics statements for free, plus biographies of course.14

Allen would not be in the hole financially for long; The New American Poetry was a resounding 

success in more ways than one. The anthology provided a steady and lasting stream of income for 

Allen and the poets included, and established Allen’s reputation as a canny editor. The book was 

certainly a success for Grove Press, selling, according to Allen’s later estimate, 750 copies per 

month in the first year,15  and 3,000 to 5,000 copies annually  before going out of print in 1982.16  It 

would be brought out again by The University  of California Press in 1999.17 As of June, 1961 it had 

sold 13,111 paperback copies and 858 hardback copies, according to Allen.18  In 1961 in England 

alone it  sold 490 copies, attesting to its international reach.19 Summing up, publisher Barney Rosset 

said: “[The New American Poetry] sold and sold... It  taught poetry to a whole generation of young 

kids.”20 

       Allen was not a full-time employee of Grove Press, and received no advance payment for his 

work on the anthology. Correspondence reveals his financial struggles as he balanced breadwinning 

with an editorial project that was constantly enlarging in scope. What he thought  would be a project 

of six months took three years, nearly exhausting Allen physically and economically  in the process. 

But the struggle would pay off. Not only  did The New American Poetry jumpstart  Allen’s career as 

an editor, first at Grove Press and later at  his own publishing companies The Four Seasons 

Foundation and Grey  Fox Press, it also allowed him to parlay one success into many other related 

9

14 Donald Allen, November 6, 1959, Box 93, Folder 5, Donald Allen Collection, UCSD.

15 Donald Allen, Box 74, Folder 9, Donald Allen Collection, UCSD.

16 Donald Allen, Box 74, Folder 6, Donald Allen Collection, UCSD.

17 Donald Allen to Marjorie Perloff, August 24, 1996, Box 93, Folder 12, Donald Allen Collection, UCSD.

18 Donald Allen to Robert Duncan, November 4, 1961, Robert Duncan Collection, SUNY Buffalo.

19 Donald Allen, January 25, 1963, Box 74, Folder 6, Donald Allen Collection, UCSD.

20 Loren Glass, Counterculture Colophon: Grove Press, The Evergreen Review, and the Incorporation of the Avant-
Garde (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2013), 64.



publications, including New American Story (1965), The New Writing in the U.S.A (1967), The 

Poetics of The New American Poetry (1973), and The Postmoderns: The New American Poetry 

Revised (1982). The royalties for sales of The New American Poetry in the two decades after its 

publication are as follows: 21 

1960: $2,9641960: $2,964 1961: $807.27 1962: $1,153.60 1963: $890.56 1964: $1,048.84
1965: $1,254.991965: $1,254.99 1966: $1,631.65 1967: $2,188.65 1968: $2,649.62 1969: $1,997.33
1970: $1,277.831970: $1,277.83 1971: $848.96 1972: $662.96 (six-

month period)
1973: $1,130.09 1974: $999.97

1975: $1,254.461975: $1,254.46 1976: $850.54 1977: $1,185.89 1978: $687.22 1979: $780.05
1980: 
$552.70

While these numbers do not rival those of a best-selling novel, for an anthology of poetry they are 

impressive. The royalties were not all Allen’s, but would trickle down to the poets included, each of 

whom were paid an advance of $2.50 per page of type on the date of publication.22

For a poet like Charles Olson, whose work is featured prominently, the anthology’s brisk 

sales meant a steady if not astounding income. Olson contributed 38 pages to The New American 

Poetry, which earned him a royalty  in 1961 of $80.94 minus a $25 advance from Allen, leaving a 

balance of $55.94. The following year 4,988 copies of the paperback edition sold, netting a 7.5% 

royalty of $1,103.60, which, together with $50 from special sales, made a total of $1,153.60, 

earning Olson $76.76. In 1963, the payments were $1.56 per page for the poetry, earning Olson 
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21 Box 74, Folder 6, Donald Allen Collection, UCSD.

22  See: Ralph Maud, Poet to Publisher: Charles Olson’s Correspondence with Donald Allen (Vancouver: Talonbooks, 
2003), 47.  Allen wrote: “This will be his share of the publisher’s advance to me against royalties (which will be 10% of 
the retail price of all copies actually sold of the hard-bound edition, and 7 ½% of the retail price of all copies actually 
sold of the paper-bound edition. The royalty on copies sold as remainders will be 10% of the price received by the 
publisher, and no royalties will be paid on copies sold below manufacturing costs). In other words, I propose to pro-rate 
two-thirds of all royalty payments to me to the poets, keeping one-third of royalty payments as my editorial fee.  I also 
propose to pro-rate on the same basis all other payments made to me, such as book club sales, sale of the book to a 
British publisher,  etc. (I will not, of course, participate in any payments to poets for reprinting poems in magazines, etc.) 
… The advance payment of $2.50 per page of the anthology to each poet will be his share of the publisher’s advance to 
me of $1,000 (actually that works out at something better than two-thirds to the poets, as you can see). This advance 
payment more than covers the royalty payments due on anticipated sales of 5,000 copies within the first year (we hope!) 
at about $1.95 per copy paper-bound. … Each poet is to receive two free copies of the anthology on date of publication. 
He may order additional copies of the anthology from the publisher at a discount of 25% from list price.”



$59.28. By 1965, the sale of 5,671 copies in the previous fiscal year earned all poets $2.20 per page, 

and a total of $83.60 for Olson. This rose considerably in 1967, when Olson earned $146.30, and 

even more the following year, when he earned $177.08.23 Adjusted for inflation, this 1968 payment 

would be worth $1,210.24 in 2015.24 Not bad for a poet.

Some poets were unsatisfied with Allen’s proposed rate, however. Robert  Duncan voiced 

early concerns about the payments, which were the cause of one of his first (of many) hesitations 

regarding the anthology. Duncan wrote to Allen in 1958 referring to “the Criterion and Faber 

anthologies – not to mention Caetani,”25  who offered higher payments than what Allen proposed. 

He went on to state that a payment of “fifty cents a line will be acceptable,” which would have been 

extremely lucrative for the poets.26 Attempting to quell Duncan’s fears, Allen responded in July:

The recent New Poets27 anthology paid, I am told, $4 per page (small 
type and a crowded page), with a somewhat higher fee going to 
Lowell and Wilbur. The New Poets payments were based on the 
assumption that the anthology would sell some twenty thousand. I 
cannot be so sanguine for the anthology I project; we’ll be fortunate if 
we sell 10,000 in a period of several years. In other words my 
payments to the poets are scaled according to the advance Grove will 
pay me on their sales expectations. There is no magical way the rate 
of payment can be made to rise to the level of the Princess Caetani! If 
you insist on a higher rate of payment, then I shall have to severely 
restrict the amount of space I devote to your work—which I very 
much do not wish to do since I hope to show you as one of the 4 
major poets of the decade.28 

Allen’s humble sales projections here are contradicted by a later letter to Duncan, in which he says 

sales of just over 13,000 are “rather disappointing,” as he had hoped to sell 20,000 copies by the 
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23 All figures accessed in the Charles Olson Collection, The University of Connecticut at Storrs.

24 Bureau of Labor Statistics, CPI Inflation Calculator, http://www.bls.gov/data/inflation_calculator.htm, May 15, 2015.

25 These references to “Caetani” and “the Princess” refer to Marguerite Caetani, Princess of Bassiano, who owned and 
edited the literary journal Botteghe Oscure in Rome. This will be discussed more below.

26 Robert Duncan to Donald Allen, July 12, 1958, Box 9, Folder 9, Donald Allen Collection, UCSD.

27 This refers to The New Poets of England and America, edited by Donald Hall, Robert Pack and Louis Simpson. This 
will be discussed more below. 

28 Donald Allen to Robert Duncan, July 17, 1958, Robert Duncan Collection, SUNY Buffalo.



second year.29  But it  was not only  Duncan who complained about Allen’s rate of payment, which 

according to James Broughton, did “not necessarily compete with the best-paying reviews.”30 Allen 

also received complaints from New Directions on behalf of Lawrence Ferlinghetti.31 But ultimately, 

all of the included poets consented, and received varying levels of compensation for their work. 

Given the anthology’s numerous reprints over the years, they likely  received more in the long run 

than they expected. 

Considering the material success of The New American Poetry here allows us to 

immediately ground our examination of the anthology in social reality rather than theory or form, 

which will be important for later chapters that examine the cultural context in which Allen was 

editing. From this, we now move to an examination of the effects of Allen’s anthology  on the 

critical discourse about and the practice of anglophone poetry. We begin by tracing its influence on 

subsequent American poetry anthologies. 

1.2. Collecting Poetry, Courting Controversy: American Poetry Anthologies since The 

New American Poetry

The New American Poetry did more than expand the wallets of its contributors. Its presence 

can be felt even today in the discourse on anglophone poetry  and in the design of and expectations 

for American poetry anthologies. Bold in its formal iconoclasm, the anthology helped establish a 

two-camp model of American poetry  that many subsequent anthologies have either mirrored or 

sought to refute. While numerous poetry anthologies refer directly to Allen’s, others like A. 

Alvarez’s The New Poetry (1962), make use of Allen’s rhetoric of newness, or, like Ron Silliman’s 

In the American Tree (1986), use Allen’s geographical style of organization, grouping poets based 

12

29 Donald Allen to Robert Duncan, November 4, 1961, Robert Duncan Collection, SUNY Buffalo.

30 James Broughton to Donald Allen, September 1, 1959, Box 10, Folder 3, Donald Allen Collection, UCSD. 

31 James Laughlin to Donald Allen, Box 92, Folder 30, Donald Allen Collection, UCSD.



on region. This brief survey of some of the most significant anthologies of the last 60 years shows 

how both Allen’s vision of American poetry and his organization of it have remained influential 

models. Rather than attempting to cover all of the anthologies published since 1960, the purpose 

here is to sketch the dominant trends of anglophone poetry anthologies since Allen’s through 

several examples.32 

One of the first anthologies to bear the marks of Allen’s influence was in England: A. 

Alvarez’s The New Poetry. Moving beyond the similarity of the title and the Jackson Pollock 

painting on the cover of the second edition (which connects to Allen’s New York School poets, 

whom he suggests are influenced by abstract expressionism in his introduction to The New 

American Poetry), Alvarez’s essay “Beyond the Gentility Principle,” which introduced his 

anthology, called for British poets to write from personal extremes that would scratch away the 

veneer of etiquette he thought was keeping them from writing well about contemporary  life. 

Crossing national lines in this anthology of British poetry  by including Robert Lowell and John 

Berryman at  the front of the book, Alvarez suggested that British poetry  was too tied to morality 

and gentility  and would do well to take on the raw energy  and naked self-exploration of poets such 

as Berryman and Lowell. Justin Quinn has written that Alvarez in a sense refused to correctly read 

the Beat poets and especially Allen Ginsberg, who was certainly writing from a place beyond 

gentility.33  David Wheatley has also commented on this aspect of the anthology, writing: “a reader 

of Donald Allen’s The New American Poetry (1960) might find Alvarez’s American line-up trading 

on a gentility  principle of its own.”34  While Alvarez to my knowledge never mentioned The New 
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32 A whole section might be dedicated to the influential anthologies edited by Jerome Rothenberg, including Technicians 
of the Sacred. See for example, the April 1, 1979 letter from Rothenberg, perhaps the most significant anthologist since 
Allen, to Allen: “If I haven’t said so before – directly to you, that is – the original anthology has been a key work for 
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American Poetry in writing, there are clear connections between these two important anthologies, 

but also clear divisions, specifically regarding the belief in a shared British and American tradition. 

This will be explored in later chapters.35 

Perhaps the first  American anthology  to show Allen’s influence was A Controversy of Poets 

(1965), edited by Paris Leary and Robert Kelly, who were seeking to turn the discourse away from 

“movements, schools or regional considerations”36  and back to the poem. The result  is more 

inclusive than Allen’s anthology, yet, as Ron Silliman has pointed out, the anthology “manifestly 

reflect[s] the perceived & passionately  felt  militancy  of the various New American tendencies.”37 

This is especially clear in the anthology’s two postscripts, each written by one of the editors. Taken 

together, they  seem to deny the two-camp  model and yet insist  upon its existence. As Paris Leary 

writes:

This is an anthology in tension: it is designed to bring together poets 
who have heretofore sat at  different tables, to see if there can be any 
conversation. … The reader should be compelled by this anthology to 
ask questions and to read further for his answers. Is there a “new” 
poetry  in rebellion against a “traditional” poetry? If so, what is new 
about the rebels and of what tradition are the Establishment stewards? 
Happily  we no longer use the words “beat” or “academic” to describe 
American poems, but we must go further.38 

Leary goes on to suggest that terms like academic are useless because supposedly non-academic 

poets such as Charles Olson and Robert Duncan were writing erudite and arcane poetry  drawing on 

numerous literary, cultural and mythological traditions. True as this may  be, Leary’s declaration that 

terms like “academic” and “beat” were no longer used was wishful thinking, like, as we shall see, 

his belief that the reading public could “go further.”
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Where Leary suggests that  formal divisions were no longer useful, Kelly  seems to contradict 

his co-editor, protesting the continued use of traditional form in American poetry: 

Literally perverse to me is the presumption of the fatuity  of some 
poets who choose to hum in the measures of Donne or Herbert about 
important human issues to a generation that has experienced 
Auschwitz, Nagasaki, Algeria, and the Congo. That is pure escapism, 
and can catch only  the saturated ears of an audience attuned to the 
reviews and the world of little-magazine infighting… More deeply, it 
is a betrayal too of the very achievement of the masters they follow, 
those masters who, whatever else their businesses, sang in their own 
voices in their own time.39 

The New American Poetry did not invent the debate between formal and free verse, but it did 

perpetuate the debate, which would only continue as the tables that Leary mentioned began to turn. 

By the late 1970s, the division in American poetry would become more defined. While the 

work of many of the poets in The New American Poetry gained a wide readership  and once-

controversial figures such as Allen Ginsberg found places in the academy, voice-based free verse 

came to characterize much of the poetry written in the United States and Britain. Numerous formal 

poets, including Robert Lowell, W. S. Merwin and James Wright, moved away from received 

forms. As Langdon Hammer writes, discussing the 1980s: “The formalism that  had been the 

dominant style when [James] Merrill began writing was becoming an increasingly  eccentric pursuit, 

displaced by the free verse of the creative-writing programs and the impersonal writing of 

Language Poetry.” 40  But two groups are necessary for a division, and there were certainly  many 

poets – like James Merrill – who continued to write in received forms. This led to the development 

of two very  different movements in American poetry, the New Formalists and the Language Poets, 

both of whom sought to move beyond, or at least  push back against, what by then had become 
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known as the work of “the New American poets.” It was in this climate that Eric Torgersen declared 

a “Cold War in Poetry” in the pages of The American Poetry Review in 1982.41

By the 1980s poetic form had been politicized in interesting ways. Back in 1965 Kelly 

suggested it was perverse to write in received form about modern atrocities. By the 1980s, Diane 

Wakowski would refer to the New Formalism as un-American. Her essay “The New Conservatism 

in American Poetry,” published in 1986, is fascinating, as this liberal, free-verse poet makes the 

same accusations made by conservative critics in the 1940s and ‘50s against poets not writing in 

form.42  This sense that  free verse rather than formal verse is specifically  American was, as I argue 

below, a result of Allen’s anthology and the way  it helped conflate British poetry with tradition and 

American poetry with innovation.

This reversal, combined with Language Poetry’s desire to move away  from the voice-based 

writing of The New American Poetry, summed up by Robert Grenier’s landmark essay  “On Speech” 

published in 1971, in which he famously exclaims “I HATE SPEECH,”43  suggests that  both free 

verse poets like Wakowski as well as Language Poets had reduced the complex social and poetic 

legacy of Allen’s anthology to formal considerations alone. Thus by the mid-1980s, both Language 

Poets and New Formalists could present themselves as rebellious outsiders reclaiming the language 

from the meaningless, overly  subjective, traditional and/or experimental barbarians. Editors Mark 

Jarman and David Mason consolidated this sense of rebellion with their anthology Rebel Angels: 25 

Poets of the New Formalism (1996), as did Timothy  Steele, in his study Missing Measures: Modern 

Poetry and the Revolt against Meter (1990). Allen summed up these developments in a letter to 

Marjorie Perloff in 1996 regarding The Postmoderns, published in 1982:
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Some twenty years had elapsed since the 1960 pub. of NAP and the 
whole poetry  scene in the US had undergone a transformation. Many 
of the “outsider” poets in 1960 now were on faculties of Colleges & 
universities with several volumes of verse in print and their reputation 
securely established. Meanwhile a new generation of poets had 
matured and poetry readings, poetry  publications, books & mags had 
proliferated; there were even govt. grants to poets, small press 
publishers, distributors, etc. So that the revising of NAP required a 
very different perspective: a good deal of what had seemed intriguing 
and original in the early  Beat  days, now no longer held much interest. 
At the same time the many stalwart imitators of the original NAP 
poets, esp. O’Hara, now seemed quite uninterestingly un-new.44

Allen wasn’t the only  one to feel this way. Language Poetry  claimed affinity  with the poets in 

Allen’s anthology, but most practitioners believed that speech-based poetry  had run its course. 

Silliman’s In the American Tree (1986) is the first comprehensive collection of these poets. Silliman 

references The New American Poetry at  several points in his introduction (xvii, xix) and also 

divides his anthology into sections labeled “West” and “East,” geographic distinctions reminiscent 

of Allen’s. And, as the text on the back of the anthology states: “In the American Tree does for a 

new generation of American poets what Don Allen’s The New American Poetry did for an earlier 

generation.” Even as Language Poetry sought to move beyond the achievements of the poets in 

Allen’s anthology, In the American Tree in some ways reiterated Allen’s vision of American poetry. 

This would remain true of many anthologies published in the following decades. 

Douglas Messerli’s From the Other Side of the Century (1994) organizes 35 poets Messerli 

labels “innovators and outsiders” into four “gatherings:” Cultural-mythic poets, Urban poets, 

Language poets and Performance poets, categories that update Allen’s. Several other anthologies 

that appeared at this time, including Eliot  Weinberger’s American Poetry Since 1950 (1993) and 

Paul Hoover’s Postmodern American Poetry (1994), explicitly  attempt to align themselves with 
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Allen’s anthology and its legacy. As Weinberger writes: “For decades, American poetry has been 

divided into two camps,”45  a quote later cited by Cole Swenson in her introduction to the anthology 

American Hybrid (2009), edited by  Swenson and David St. John. Hoover’s Postmodern American 

Poetry similarly  places Allen’s anthology at the beginning of a split between academic and avant-

garde: “In analyzing American poetry  after 1945, it is traditional to point to the so-called battle of 

the anthologies that occurred with the publication of New Poets of England and America (1962)…

and The New American Poetry: 1945-1960.”46  That Hoover refers to the 1962 second edition of 

Hall’s anthology  rather than the first edition, published in 1957 and titled The New Poets of England 

and America, is just one example of the widespread historical slippage that makes a reexamination 

of this period necessary. 

Referring directly  to The New American Poetry and The New Poets of England and America 

in her preface to American Hybrid, Swensen suggests that the poets included in American Hybrid 

show “hybrid” characteristics, combining stylistic characteristics from the poetry  in Allen’s 

anthology and the formal poetry in Hall’s anthology, thus apparently rendering the two-camp model 

outdated. Swensen writes “the notion of a fundamental division in American poetry has become so 

ingrained that  we take it for granted.”47  It bears repeating that this “fundamental division” was first 

promoted internationally with the publication of Allen’s anthology. 

While American Hybrid purports to show that American poetry is surmounting the division 

between cooked and raw, it also helps strengthen the assumption of such a split. The editors take the 

fundamental division for granted as much as they claim readers do. And while a handful of 

anthologies does not account for more than a half-century of American poetry subsequent to The 

New American Poetry, it  indicates that Allen’s concepts were adopted uncritically by subsequent 
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editors of anthologies, which are often used as teaching tools and thus have significant influence on 

the way generations of readers think about American poetry. With each subsequent mention of a 

formal division, and with each further suggestion that it  is useful to arrange poems along 

geographic lines or with vague group names, those concepts – limiting though they may  be – 

become further engrained in the minds of readers, editors and poets, obscuring both the similarities 

among poets of each “camp” and the deeper – perhaps more significant – divisions that go beyond 

form.

Allen’s influence hasn’t been confined to anthologies. Another development that suggests 

the continued impact of The New American Poetry is the fact that  “New American” has emerged as 

a name of a movement, a style of poetry that is considered definitive and categorical. This began 

several decades ago, as we can see with Marjorie Perloff’s letter to Donald Allen in 1998, in which 

she writes:

In England, they call the New York School and Beats, the New 
Americans. All because of your book. There’s much talk of the New 
Americans versus the language poets etc. New Americans includes 
Ginsberg, Creeley, Dorn along with O’Hara and Ashbery and Koch 
and it’s not a bad term.48 

This did not only  happen in England, nor did it cease in the 1990s. In John Wieners’s Selected 

Poems (2015), for example, the poet is referred to as “a founding member of the ‘New American’ 

poetry  that flourished in America after the Second World War.”49  A review of the same book 

published in the Boston Globe refers to “that  insta-canonized cadre of Donald Allen’s landmark 

1960 anthology, “the New American Poets,”’ [sic] and calls Wieners’ contemporaries “his fellow 

News.”50  And, as the curatorial text in a recent exhibition at Boston’s Institute for Contemporary 

Art, Leap Before You Look: Black Mountain College 1933–1957 (2015) suggested: “The college 
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played a critical role in shaping many major concepts in postwar art  and education, including 

assemblage, new American poetry, modern dance and music.” Thus Allen’s book, which was 

essentially  his personal conception of post-war anglophone poetry, has become a model that defines 

poets who continued to develop for decades after the anthology  was published. The New American 

Poetry has not only  framed American poetry  as a concept, it has also provided the lens through 

which we read many of our most beloved anglophone poets, and do not read others. 

Having established the lineage of influence from The New American Poetry to later 

anthologies and the popular conception of American poetry as split between formal and avant-

garde, as well as the perception of “New American” as a defining characteristic for poets, we turn 

now to another significant effect the anthology has had on the critical discourse about both 

American and British poetry. Beginning with the two supposed camps of academic and avant-garde, 

we shall examine how those have become conflated with Britain and America, respectively, thanks 

in large part to Allen’s anthology.

1.3. The New Poets vs. The New Poetry: The Binary of Academic and Avant-garde

In the early  stages of developing The New American Poetry, Allen wrote to Charles Olson 

describing the project, remarking: “The academic poets of the decade are well enough represented 

in the Meridian Books anthology edited by Donald Hall, and others, and I do not plan to include 

their work in the anthology I am compiling.”51  Allen was referring to The New Poets of England 

and America (1957). Taken together, these anthologies would have significant effects on 

anglophone poetry, as suggested above. But the two books that would spark the anthology wars did 

not only represent  a formal division in American poetry, as the anthologies examined in the 
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previous section suggest. They  represented two sides of an argument about whether American 

poetry was distinct from British poetry, and which was more innovative.  

These two anthologies were immediately  recognized as opposite poles, with several 

reviewers noting that no poet was included in both. But more important than their clear differences 

was the fact that these two anthologies were understood to include between them the whole of 

anglophone poetry. In this regard, Thomas Parkinson’s review of Allen’s anthology in the San 

Francisco Examiner is representative:

[The New American Poetry] fills an obvious gap in anthologies of 
current poetry, and along with the Meridian New Poets of England 
and America, this book gives a comprehensive image of poetry since 
1945. The Meridian book is made up  of academic poets, and the two 
books together show clearly  the split in American culture between the 
formalistic academic and the experimental.52

Parkinson wouldn’t  have been alone in believing that reading both anthologies would provide a 

“comprehensive image” of post-war poetry in English. That image mostly included white men, of 

whom the academic poets were more uptight, formal and tied to British tradition while the 

innovative non-academic poets were all American. The belief that two anthologies could be 

comprehensive of all of this period’s poetry was probably due largely to the obvious differences 

between the two collections. But by looking at opposite corners, editors and critics missed much of 

the middle ground, which, without must attention given to it after 1960, dwindled to invisibility. 

Whether termed raw and cooked, hip and square, academic or beat, or, ultimately, American 

and anything else, division has become central to the identity of American poetry. By rejecting all 

of the poets in The New Poets of England and America – which clearly promoted a shared tradition 

between the US and the UK – Allen’s anthology  reinforced that sense of division and helped 

develop the post-war perception of speech-based poetry as innovative and particularly  American. In 
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other words, after the publication of Allen’s anthology, the poets in The New Poets of England and 

America would have appeared more British than American, more academic than innovative. 

In Allen’s introduction to the anthology, his bias is even more clearly expressed than in his 

letter to Olson. He writes that the shared characteristic of the poets therein is their “total rejection of 

all those qualities typical of academic verse.”53 What those qualities actually were is not established. 

But two incontrovertible aspects of The New Poets of England and America are its insistence on the 

shared tradition of British and American poetry, and the dominant use of traditional rhyme and 

meter. There were questions of employment as well, as many of the poets and all of the editors in 

The New Poets held teaching jobs, and thus formal poetry began to be associated with both Britain 

and academia. It is a tangled knot of opposing opinions about style and nationality  that the 

remainder of this chapter will examine, beginning with the distinction of academic poetry, a 

somewhat controversial term, widespread in post-war America, for all its imprecision. 

          By deciding not to represent what he thought of as academic poetry, Allen was engaging in 

the widespread anxiety about poets teaching at universities in the years after World War II. The 

pages of literary journals of the time are strewn with intellectual hand-wringing regarding the effect 

that the increasing number of poets and writers in the academy would have on American literature. 

As Charles A. Fenton wrote in his essay  “The Writer as Professor” in 1955, “As a subject for debate 

and invective… this phenomenon of the writer as professor is now a fixed and recurrent one. It  is, 

indeed, no longer a phenomenon; it is a fact.”54 Similarly, in 1958, Louise Bogan would review The 

New Poets of England and America, citing “a widespread belief that close contact with academic 

life is dangerous for the artist.”

In spite of such warnings, poets of the younger generation have taken 
to the teaching profession in numbers, and some of the results of this 
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association are coming to light. A recent anthology, New Poets of 
England and America… is edited by three young men who have 
themselves received fellowships, grants and other honors and who 
now teach… Although their work seems to have escaped excessive 
conventional pressures, academic or otherwise, they all… write in 
form.55

The term “academic” as applied to poetry had multiple meanings in the 1950s. On one hand, the 

growing number of poets who taught at colleges and universities were considered academic. This 

phenomenon can be traced to three sources: The establishment by the New Critics of the study  of 

literature as a viable topic for higher education; the founding of the nation’s first creative writing 

program in Iowa by Wilbur Schramm in 1936; and the GI Bill, ratified after World War II in part to 

ease the strain on the American economy and job market of the thousands of American soldiers 

returning from the war.

      By funding university education for demobilized soldiers, the government not only improved 

the skills of the workforce as the American economy expanded in the years following the war, it 

also staggered the return of these soldiers to work.56 The result, for poets, was not only that many 

were able to afford a first-class education, which is exemplified by the fact that Donald Hall, Frank 

O’Hara, Robert Creeley, John Ashbery, James Schuyler, and Kenneth Koch were contemporaries at 

Harvard, and Galway Kinnell and W.S. Merwin were contemporaries at Princeton. The Bill also 

gave these poets and others the necessary  credentials to teach. Writing in 1961, Robert Duncan cited 

“a new class … of university instructors in the arts … and a particular academic culture:”

In music the twelve-tone system, in painting at the present time hand-
me-downs from the abstract expressionism of the 40s and early 50s, 
and in poetry the urbane conventional poetry of Auden or more 
recently  Wilbur. For this whole professional class, setting standards of 
taste and moderating the imagination are their historical destinies.57
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This is one of many commentaries on the disparities among American poets in the post-war years. 

Edward Brunner is also insightful on the uneasy relationship  between the poet and the American 

academy during this period: 

A wide range of different circumstances made issues of discipline 
important in the 1950s, including the new and still somewhat 
uncertain alliance between the university  and the practicing poet 
(what would be the grounds for winning tenure?); the increased social 
mobility  that brought to the campus large numbers of first-generation 
college students unclear about the protocols of the educational 
establishment; and for male poets, a nagging defensiveness that 
emerged when the vocation of writing poetry, which was widely 
associated with emotional expressiveness, was extended professional 
status.58 

Here Brunner suggests why  poets who were teachers might strive for formal perfection in their 

verse, as the writing of poetry  became part  of their professional resume. This will have important 

implications also for what these poets would write about, which will be discussed in Chapter III. 

Clearly, the above quotes suggest the discomfort felt during this period about poets becoming 

professors. Take Robert Lowell, citing Randall Jarrell, in 1960: “the modern world has destroyed 

the intelligent poet’s audience and given him students.”59  And because many of the leading 

mainstream journals of the time were associated with universities, receiving funding and grants 

through them, poets outside the academy began to perceive that a reigning orthodoxy was 

standardizing American poetry without consulting them.

The language that  avant-garde poets of the period used to talk about the academy was 

particularly vehement. As Allen Ginsberg wrote in a letter to Donald Allen in 1960: “A word on the 

Academics: poetry has been attacked by an ignorant & frightened bunch of bores who don’t 

understand how it’s made, & the trouble with these creeps is they wouldn’t  know poetry if it came 
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up and buggered them in broad daylight.”60 This was a sentiment echoed by Cid Corman, who gave 

Allen some vivid advice on designing the anthology, writing in 1958: “I would advise keeping the 

academic crappers out: I mean Hall and the Yale series.”61  Thus while intellectuals wondered how 

writers in the academy would affect the style of American literature, a deep undercurrent of 

resentment was welling up  among poets who felt they were disadvantaged by a disinterest in or lack 

of academic credentials, as well as their unwillingness to write and live in the middleclass, middle-

of-the-road style of the academies.

      From one point  of view these distinctions are simple to draw. If poets teach at a university, edit 

an academic journal or publish in them exclusively, they  are academic. But did Olson, Ginsberg, 

and Creeley become academic poets when they took teaching positions? As a critical category, 

academic is permeable at best.62  Furthermore, in post-war America, “academic” was descriptive of 

more than employment. According to Donald Hall, “it was like the Royal Academy of Art in 

England, and that meant academic in a kind of conventional sense of belonging to an established 

group.”63  This speaks to the pervasiveness of the academy in post-war American poetry, as a place 

of employment and education, a state of mind and a style of living, if not writing. However, Hall 

illuminates the flexibility and ultimate unsuitability  of the categories that Allen’s anthology 

promoted by revealing that John Ashbery was originally to be published in The New Poets of 

England and America, but was the last poet excluded, for lack of space:

Therefore John Ashbery got picked for the Donald Allen book, and 
thus (as it were) became a Beat poet. Don Allen’s book printed all 
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sorts of different poets, many totally  un-Beat. Pretty  much our bunch 
was called “academic” and a lot of them, including more 
conventional, “Beat.”64

It is interesting to consider how different the landscape of American poetry might appear today if 

Ashbery  had been included in Hall, Pack and Simpson’s anthology rather than The New American 

Poetry. A lot depends upon these inaccurate, divisive terms.

Allen didn’t invent the division out of thin air; it  was part of the times. His anthology gave 

voice to poets who were discontented with the post-war status quo in American poetry. This feeling, 

along with the equality  of the American academy and British formal traditions in the minds of many 

poets, is summed up by LeRoi Jones’s statement in the Notes on Poetics section in Allen’s 

anthology: “We can get nothing from England. And the diluted formalism of the academy (the 

formal culture of the U.S.) is anaemic & fraught with incompetence and unreality” (425). England 

and the academy are equal, and equally  undesirable. It  is a conflation as misleading as that of two 

anthologies for all of anglophone poetry. 

Divisions divide, but they also help to classify, which was another central characteristic of 

the post-war era in the United States. This was after all the time when Russell Lynes split hairs to 

define the characteristics of highbrow, lowbrow and middlebrow culture in terms of everything 

from entertainment to salads in his famous 1949 essay65 which was updated by  Dwight Macdonald 

in 1960;66  when many a literary cocktail party was broken up by discussions of Dalton Trumbo or 

Alger Hiss;67  and when Ornette Coleman was physically attacked for playing free jazz.68  People 

took sides on every side during the Cold War; poetry was just  one of them. Jones’s quote above is a 
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particularly angry example of the temper of the times. Although he was not the only poet in The 

New American Poetry to express frustration with mainstream anglophone poetry, he was the only 

black poet Allen included in the anthology. This problematic legacy of the anthology, its relative 

lack of women and minorities, is the subject of the next section.                      

                                                                                                                

1.4. Bards of the White Citizens’ Councils: Gender and Race in The New American 

Poetry

          44 poets are published in The New American Poetry, four of whom are women: Denise 

Levertov, Helen Adam, Madeline Guest and Barbora Gleason.69  LeRoi Jones is the sole 

representative of a racial minority. This calls to mind a quip by  Walter Lowenfels, who described 

the mainstream poets of the 1950s as “Bards of the White Citizens Councils.”70  These imaginary 

councils would presumably  look very similar to one made up of the poets included in Allen’s 

anthology. At least one other woman, Joanne Kyger, submitted work to Allen, but was rejected. 

Kyger is deferential about this and the lack of African American poets in the anthology:

He did include Denise Levertov, Madeline Gleason, from Mill Valley, 
and Barbara Guest, a friend of his. I’m not sure where else his tastes 
would have taken him… I submitted some poems for the anthology, 
but really  hadn’t written anything as yet that had any cohesive 
strength… I don’t think African American poetry was recognized as 
such at that time, something that LeRoi Jones was able to guide to 
more prominence, as Amiri Baraka.71

Kyger suggests that Allen was doing little more than following the status quo when including few 

women and minorities. This would seem to square with the critical consensus of the era, as more 
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than one study  has been written on the dominant masculinity of post-war American poetry,72  and 

Brunner convincingly  outlines the widespread sexism in American poetry in the decades following 

World War II.73 

Of all the women writing innovative poetry in the post-war years, three are especially 

relevant to this discussion, because Allen was aware of them. The first is Daisy Aldan, a poet and 

anthologist from New York City, with whom Allen was in contact, and whose anthology A New 

Folder was something of a touchstone for Allen’s conception of his anthology.74 At least two other 

prominent women poets, Jeanne McGahey and Rosalie Moore, the latter of whom won the Yale 

Series Younger Poet Award in 1949, were familiar to Allen, if not  from his own reading then from a 

1956 letter from Robert Duncan in which Duncan names these poets, members of a California-

based movement of post-war poetry known as the Activist Group, as individuals who “would be 

necessary  if the collection were to convey all the lively” movements in post-war American poetry.75 

If Allen was trying to present  a complete picture of the innovative new poetry being written in the 

United States after World War II, these lacunae are important because the work of these female 

poets is now virtually unknown, whereas their inclusion in The New American Poetry would have 

brought their work to a wider audience. A similar case can be made for minority poets.

There were numerous important avant-garde African American poets writing in the late 

1950s whose work was eligible for publication by Allen. Three of the most  prominent were Bob 

Kaufman, a stand-out on the San Francisco scene; Steve Jonas, who lived and worked in 
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Cambridge, Massachusetts, and knew Jack Spicer when the California poet was in Massachusetts in 

the mid-1950s;76  and Norman Pritchard, an African American poet living in New York City. Allen’s 

correspondence shows that he was aware of these poets, and his papers show that Steve Jonas 

submitted poems to The Evergreen Review in 1958.77  The exclusion of Jonas is particularly 

important, given that John Wieners insisted on his primacy  in the Boston poetry scene and in 

innovative American poetry in the 1950s in general.78  Allen apparently  chose not to include them 

for aesthetic reasons, as he states in two letters to Marjorie Perloff from the late 1990s:

When I was working on NAP I’d heard of [Steve] Jonas as a poet and 
had probably read a poem or two of his but decided I hadn’t seen 
enough, and that  I had more than enough of that trend in Kirby, Doyle 
and Ed Marshall, not to mention Ray Bremser... [Michael] Palmer 
multiplied Boston Jonas into a Cambridge coterie never heard of 
since because of my neglect… now they’re all making a fuss about 
Jonas, Norman Pritchard, etc. If a white poet wrote so badly you 
know they’d criticize it  – it’s all exoticism or rather careerism but  it 
gets so tiresome!79 

Contrary  to the innovative reputation of Allen’s anthology, we see that the book was deeply 

influenced by American post-war society, when such racial and gender imbalances were ubiquitous. 

Taken by itself, that  is perhaps to be expected. But the success and continued influence of Allen’s 

anthology, as established above, mean that the anthology’s lack of representation of female and 

minority poets has had long-term effects on the way we think about innovative American poetry. 

Numerous critics have begun to question what Cathy  Park Hong has called the avant-garde’s 

“delusions of whiteness,” which she suggests began with Allen’s anthology and its inclusion of only 
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one person of color, which she calls “tokenism at its most elegant.”80 Clearly the time has come to 

interrogate also this aspect of The New American Poetry and to question the book’s reputation as a 

collection of poetry that broke the mold and freed American poetry from its formal constraints. For 

inasmuch as it did so, it  also codified a racial and gender imbalance that, like other aspects of the 

anthology, persist today. While Language Poetry has been more inclusive of women, recent 

controversies in American poetry, including the outrage caused by Kenneth Goldsmith’s use of 

Michael Brown’s autopsy report and his subsequent profile in The New Yorker81 – which incited a 

debate focusing on white males’ continued dominance among avant-garde American poetry  – 

suggests that these issues remain painfully unsettled. 

This is not simply an issue of one anthology among others. The success of The New 

American Poetry, the persistence of it  as a model, and the fact that, as Rosset suggested, it taught 

poetry  to a whole generation, suggest that Allen’s anthology  has a different standing. Just  as the 

avant-garde’s lack of a voice in mainstream poetry  would lead them to establish their own places of 

literary  production in little magazines and independent  presses which Allen brought together for the 

first time in a handsome publication from a prominent international press, the feeling among 

minorities and women of being largely excluded from the mainstream of American poetry – which 

in 1960 began to include the avant-garde – would lead to the establishment of the Black Arts 

movement and the feminist poetics of the upcoming decades. In that sense, at least, the inequality  of 

The New American Poetry was a catalyst for positive change, though as the above references to 

Hong and Goldsmith suggest, those changes have not been brought to completion.  

Inasmuch as the American poetic avant-garde as we know it today stems from The New 

American Poetry, these problems of race and gender do as well. But these problems also suggest 
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that the avant-garde is no less fallible than the rest of society – that, in fact, even a society’s avant-

garde is a part of that society. The New American Poetry offered one of the most important models 

for post-war American poetry, and these particular issues force us to consider the limitations of 

Allen’s interpretation of anglophone poetry. Just as Allen’s anthology  insists that all worthwhile 

post-war anglophone poetry was written primarily  by white men, it  also claims that post-war poetic 

innovation was specifically American. The next section introduces the effect of The New American 

Poetry’s nationalism. 

1.5. Our Avant-garde: The New American Poetry and Cold War Nationalism

To conclude this examination of the most significant and lasting effects of The New 

American Poetry, we turn now to the anthology’s insistence on American poetry’s independence 

from the British and how the poetry contained in the anthology  is less American than one might 

assume. Perhaps there is no greater proof of the effects of The New American Poetry in this regard 

than the evolution of opinion exemplified by Donald Hall, who seems to have immediately sensed 

the significance of Allen’s anthology. In his introduction to an anthology of American poetry 

published in 1969, Hall wrote, “until very  recently, American poetry has functioned as part  of the 

English tradition.”82  Elsewhere in the same text, he wrote: “It is hard to remember the burden of 

Englishness. Now American poets are confident of the greatness of American poetry.”83  And, in 

1988, when it was even clearer that the effects of Allen’s anthology were permanent, Hall wrote: 

“twenty-six years ago, three American poets – I was one of them – put together The New Poets of 

England and America… as if ‘England and America’ shared a common enterprise. No longer would 

anthologists suggest such a thing.”84 What are the roots of this drastic reorientation? 
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Robert Creeley, writing to William Carlos Williams in 1960, suggested that the difference 

between English and American poems came down to temperament: “It is that American poems are 

often such a close instance of the environment they spring from, are shots from the hip in that way. 

There’s no time for English brooding, etc.”85 Creeley’s use of American cowboy imagery  is as much 

a stereotype as his belief that the English were naturally prone to brooding, and indicates the shaky 

foundations of this division. The distinction between shooting and brooding also illustrates how 

Allen and others including Creeley, Williams and Charles Olson, who insisted that by the mid-

century, American verse had established itself as distinct from the British, saw American poets as 

fast-thinking, innovative, risk-taking and bold. This was in contrast with what they believed British 

poetry  was, namely caught in a stultifying tradition and bound up in the academic models taught  in 

school. Playing into these stereotypes, The New American Poetry assimilated and nationalized 

formally experimental anglophone poetry, which in the post-war years was being written in Canada, 

Britain and Australia as well as in the United States. Chapter IV will examine the nationalist  aspects 

of Allen’s anthology in depth, but now it is important to suggest the ways this topic will frame our 

discourse in the following chapters. 

George Orwell suggests that nationalism is “inseparable from the desire for power.”86 

Transnational theory has begun to challenge nation-based interpretations of literature, but they 

remain entrenched, perhaps because they focus power in the hands of both the critics and the poets 

of a particular country. Allen, by turning away  from the dominant model of the trans-Atlantic poetry 

anthology, was making the argument that the innovative poetry being written in the United States in 

the post-war period was of a separate category from what was being written in England, Canada and 

elsewhere. This ignored the actual international places of production for this poetry, and also 

selectively included poets such as Denise Levertov, who was British, while excluding others like 
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Scottish poet Gael Turnbull and numerous other non-American English-language poets who were 

writing innovative and influential work, both in the US and abroad. As Alan Riach recently  wrote in 

an essay  about poet Ed Dorn (who appears in The New American Poetry), “the key qualities” of the 

“new forms of address in the American poetry of the 1950s and what was to come in the 60s” are:

hard observation, moral commitment, fierce independence, self-
determination, irrepressible humour, ironic flair, a flourishing sense of 
engagement, and literary and poetic structures to match and convey 
all these things. They were as essential to Edward Dorn as they  were 
to Hugh MacDiarmid.87 

That an anglophone Scottish poet was as innovative as American poets during this period does not 

seem to have occurred to Allen or poets such as Olson.

The final form of The New American Poetry was both influenced by and helped perpetuate 

the insistence on American nationalism that was commonplace during the Cold War. Allen’s 

editorial decisions limited and normalized a rich flowering of post-war anglophone poetry that had 

roots in countries, continents and languages around the world. That Allen’s recontextualization of 

anglophone poetry should appear in 1960 is significant, given that the following year saw the 

publication of The Continuity of American Poetry by Roy Harvey  Pearce. In this study, Pearce 

argues for the existence of an unbroken line of tradition from the Puritan poets to those of the mid-

twentieth century, a tradition that was independent from Britain. Pearce does not mention Allen’s 

anthology, but it could easily be interpreted as continuing this tradition. 

Despite the detail and erudition of Pearce’s work, he does not account for any of the poets 

included in Allen’s anthology, being concerned instead with their predecessors. Pearce’s insistence 

that the strongest characteristic of American poetry is “the dignity of man,”88  as well as his claim 

that “American poets have always been conservatives”89  do not seem to do justice to the most 
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innovative poetry  written in the United States during the post-war years. Yet Pearce does look 

forward to new possibilities.  He predicts that “American poetry, and thus American culture, is 

moving into a series of new, perhaps radically new, forms.”90  Allen’s description of the poets in his 

anthology as “a strong third generation” (xi) of modernist innovators also suggests a continuity  of 

American poetry. Despite their seeming differences, Allen’s and Pearce’s national-focused 

approaches both grew out of the same cultural moment.  

Today it is easy  to see Pearce’s study – which he conceived while teaching at The Salzburg 

Seminar, which was set up to promote American cultural values just a few kilometers from the Iron 

Curtain – as a product of Cold War cultural warfare and American exceptionalism. And yet, despite 

the similarities between Allen and Pearce’s interpretation of American poetry during the Cold War, 

The New American Poetry has remained untouched by the recent reexamination of the Cold War 

and its effects on American art, music and literature by critics including Frances Stonor Saunders, 

Alan Filreis and Edward Brunner. The New American Poetry appears only in passing in the major 

studies of American poetry and culture during the Cold War. Even a book that is otherwise as 

rewarding as Stuart D. Hobbs’s The End of the American Avant Garde incorrectly refers to Allen’s 

anthology as New American Poets.91 It is intriguing that such a central text of Cold War American 

culture as Allen’s has not been more thoroughly examined.  

Examining the routes of influence of the major poets in Allen’s anthology – French poetry 

for John Ashbery, Russian poetry for Frank O’Hara, Japanese poetry for Gary Snyder, Spanish 

poetry  for Jack Spicer – as well as the foreign locations in which many of the poets lived during 

these years (Creeley in Mallorca, Ashbery  in France, Snyder in Japan) complicates the national 

profile of this poetry. There is much less that is specifically “American” about the poetry in Allen’s 

anthology than the title and its American flag cover suggest. When Allen writes in his introduction 
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that the poets therein are “our avant-garde” (xi), the nationalist interpretation of both the book and 

its readership becomes blatant, and irresistibly questionable.  

Allen was a skilled and perceptive editor, and The New American Poetry is an invaluable 

contribution to American poetry, which introduced many of the century’s most important poets to a 

mainstream, international audience. However, by  illuminating its cultural, literary, and political 

context as well as its lasting effects, we have the opportunity  to reconsider its legacy for our ideas 

about post-war (or Cold War) American poetry. 

More than 60 years after its publication, Allen’s anthology remains an active presence in 

American poetry, influential for poets and referenced by contemporary editors and critics. This 

alone would make it ripe for reconsideration, as a new reading of the anthology  will resonate in the 

ways we think and write about American poetry  since 1960. But considering how Allen’s anthology 

oriented the discourse on anglophone poetry  in general – emphasizing a formal division between 

speech-based and regularly rhymed and metered poetry, while conflating British poetry with the 

academy and tradition, and American poetry with innovation – a reconsideration of the book will 

have significant effects on the way we think about British poetry as well. Reexamining the 

inequality of the anthology, which has extended to avant-garde poetry as a whole, forces us to 

reconsider the role of women and minorities in poetic innovation. Finally, considering the 

nationalist Cold War context in which Allen created the anthology and in which it was immediately 

read, we find a significant and heretofore unconsidered frame of reference for the choices Allen 

made and the way they were interpreted. 

The New American Poetry is a Cold War anthology. Whether one believes that statement has 

significant ramifications for their interpretation of American poetry in the second half of the 

twentieth century and today. To imagine this groundbreaking American poetry anthology 

developing within that politicized, paranoid, problematic period – when widespread societal fears 
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about communism “were to distort  and enfeeble American culture”92  – has disrupting and 

stimulating effects on the way we read anglophone poetry. It  is rare for a single anthology to have 

such a lasting effect and to be so successful in all senses of the word. For this reason, two questions 

frame the following chapters: Why was Allen’s model of American poetry  so effective, and are the 

anthology’s divisions and conflations still useful for critics today?
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2. A Great Bomb: The New American Poetry as a Cold War Anthology

Allen’s anthology has been considered from numerous angles by  literary  critics,93 but one important 

context remains unexamined: The New American Poetry is, perhaps above all, a Cold War 

anthology. The model of American poetry we have inherited from Allen’s project reflects the 

nationalist mindset of this period, and created the framework we still use to think about poetry 

written in English since World War II. While other aspects of Cold War culture have been 

reconsidered in recent years, The New American Poetry remains untouched by  this growing body of 

criticism. We have learned how some of the most  significant works of American arts and culture 

during the post-war period were entangled with Cold War politics; Allen’s anthology, as we shall 

see, is no exception, and revealing this helps illuminate how Cold War patterns continue to inform 

contemporary US poetry.

       This chapter returns Allen’s anthology to its original context, considering how the Cold War in 

some ways created the literary  tensions from which the book emerged and through which it was 

read. The first section examines the political and cultural atmosphere in the United States in the 

1950s to illuminate the conditions that affected literary life and which influenced the thinking of 

Allen and his poets. Next the chapter examines the prevailing myopia of many critics regarding 

experimental poetry during the post-war years, uncovering the conditions that made the poets in 

Allen’s anthology feel like outsiders, influencing not only how they thought about their place in 

American poetry, but the way that Allen presented them. The third section examines how Allen’s 

designs for the anthology were inspired in part by an exhibition of abstract expressionist painting, 

which was itself an instrument of cultural warfare sponsored by the CIA. Reassessing the Cold War 

roots of Allen’s anthology forces us to reconsider its persistent application as a model for American 

poetry even into the twenty-first century.
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2.1. Divided Together: Literary Life in Cold War America

          For such a divisive, politicized and violent era, the Cold War got off to a strong start 

economically  for the United States. There was a pervasive sense of optimism after World War II, as 

it became clear that the country  was the undisputed victor, and this would have consequences for 

every  aspect of American life. But the emergence of America as a global superpower began even 

before the war ended. As early  as 1941 Henry  Luce, owner of the Time magazine publishing empire, 

had written of “The American century,” encouraging Americans to recognize “our opportunity as 

the most powerful and vital nation in the world … to exert upon the world the full impact of our 

influence, for such purposes as we see fit and by such means as we see fit.”94  With the end of the 

war, this belief would become only more determined. 

After World War II, and after 1950 specifically, there was a widespread sense that American 

culture needed to be renewed, reconsidered, and reconfigured for the second half of the century, a 

process Lary May has called “recasting America.”95  The country had experienced a turning point 

and many artists and intellectuals felt its creative culture should reflect this. It  is a trend that  is 

evident, for example, in Charles Olson’s reply to Allen in 1959, after the editor had written to the 

poet, proposing a section in The New American Poetry devoted to influential Modernists. Olson 

wrote: “I wldn’t myself add either of those two units: either the ‘aunties’ or the grandpas… In fact 

those connections strike me as smudging the point: 1950 on.”96  Though the title of the anthology 

suggests that its survey begins in 1945, the date of composition at the bottom of the majority of the 

poems suggests that only three out of a total of 209 poems were actually written before 1950. 
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There is an element of self-promotion in Olson’s insistence on newness, yet placed within 

the sociohistorical context of Cold War America, the anthology’s promotion of what was “new” in 

American poetry seems part of a larger cultural trend of innovation and invention to prove that 

American culture was vibrant and developed enough to win the future. This sense of mid-century 

renewal was felt across all of the arts. Describing the New Year’s Eve party ringing in 1950 at The 

Club, where the most prominent New York abstract expressionists gathered, Mark Stevens and 

Annalyn Swan write: 

Sometime during the marathon [party] Philip Pavia stood up and 
delivered a ringing proclamation. “This is the beginning of the new 
half century,” he announced. “The first  half of the century belonged to 
Paris. The next half century will be ours.’ De Kooning echoed the 
thought. “This is 1950,” he said. “This is when it’s going to 
happen.”97

          For many, the early 1950s seemed a golden era in which the country and those in it – even if, 

like de Kooning, they were immigrants – would prosper. Of course, behind this was the specter of 

nuclear annihilation, and it was this dramatic juxtaposition of optimism, status quo, and doom that 

the Beats in particular would confront. Furthermore, the American sense of optimism brushed 

shoulders with to a more conservative national outlook and a view of the world in which you were 

either with the US or against the US. These too would influence Allen and his poets, as they would 

also have an effect on critical discussions of the era’s art and culture.

          That the Cold War was a time of divisions in American poetry as much as in politics is 

summed up  most famously by Robert Lowell’s 1960 speech accepting a National Book Award for 

Life Studies. The poet observed: “two poetries are now competing… a cooked and a raw:”

The cooked, marvelously expert, often seems laboriously concocted 
to be tasted and digested by a graduate seminar. The raw, huge blood-
dripping gobbets of unseasoned experience are dished up for midnight 
listeners. There is a poetry that can only be studied, and a poetry that 
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can only be declaimed, a poetry of pedantry, and a poetry  of scandal. I 
exaggerate, of course.98

         The following chapters scrutinize how Lowell’s exaggeration came to be taken for granted, 

and the complex ways this now-famous division played itself out in the era’s poetry and criticism.. 

For Lowell was at once correct and misleading. While conflict was endemic to the Cold War, it was 

also an era of unity. To suggest that the period’s most important characteristic was division is to 

impoverish our understanding of it. The 1950s was one of the richest periods in American history 

for artistic projects that crossed boundaries of genre. Jazz musicians, painters and poets worked 

together, socialized, collaborated and influenced one another, almost as a matter of course. 

Examples of this include Grace Hartigan and Frank O’Hara’s series Oranges (1952); O’Hara’s 

series with Larry Rivers, Stones (1960); James Merrill’s deep interest in and support of numerous 

modern painters; the multi-disciplinary artistic community of The Five Spot in New York City;99 

and dozens of other creative collaborations on both coasts, many of which were documented in 

magazines that combined art and poetry, including The Tiger’s Eye and Folder. In addition, bassist 

Charles Mingus released a number of recordings of jazz and spoken word in the 1950s, and poets 

including Kenneth Patchen, Kenneth Rexroth and Lawrence Ferlinghetti experimented with poetry 

accompanied by live jazz. Finally, the leading jazz critics of the period, Whitney Balliett and Nat 

Hentoff, make near-constant reference to literature in their reviews. 

There is also much evidence that suggests the concept of two rival poetry camps was never 

exhaustively  accurate. Robert Pack has said that he was surprised at the way readers and critics 

interpreted Allen’s anthology as a rejoinder to The New Poets of England and America: 

At that time, my sense of the tradition… was poets who wrote in 
recognizable forms. But attention to perceived forms only wasn’t a 
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conscious intention with the anthology...  I never did and still don’t 
really think of them as warring camps. That was I think a publicity 
response that kind of stuck when the Allen anthology came out.100

Donald Hall agrees with his co-editor, saying: “people who were not poets tried to keep  the ‘battle’ 

alive. I suppose it was amusing to take sides. The poets were ecumenical… Snyder and Creeley and 

I became close friends.”101  To cite other examples, Louis Simpson wrote to John Logan in 1965 

upon hearing Gary Snyder read in San Francisco, commenting “He is very good, indeed.”102  Further, 

Robert Duncan often expressed admiration for the work of Robert Lowell, who wrote to Duncan in 

1962 regarding his own formal and free verse experimentation in Life Studies and other recent 

poems, signing off: “you are an older more experienced hand at these experiments. I like to think 

we swim in the same water.”103  James Merrill’s biography contains numerous anecdotes about him 

spending time with New York School poets, as he was closely  involved with The Poets Theatre. He 

also gave Gregory Corso money  on several occasions.104  Richard Wilbur speaks in detail about 

meeting Beat poets at  parties in San Francisco.105 Such relationships indicate how the divided model 

of post-war American poetry does not fit the terrain. One significant, if overlooked anthology that 

predates Allen’s, helps further.

One of the most interesting poetry publications of the 1950s is A New Folder, Americans: 

Poems and Drawings, edited by Daisy Aldan and published in 1959. It  is a remarkable book. With 

its inclusion of prints by Jackson Pollock, Franz Kline, Larry Rivers, Joan Mitchell, Willem de 

Kooning and other Abstract Expressionists, it prefigures Allen’s insistence on the shared affinities 

between modern poetry and modern painting (xi). Moreover, it achieves a symbiosis between 
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poetry  and art that Allen could only hint at. But  even more notable is that it acknowledges no 

separation between academic and avant-garde poets. Included in its pages are LeRoi Jones, Jack 

Kerouac, Allen Ginsberg, Gregory  Corso, Charles Olson, Robert Creeley, and others found in 

Allen’s anthology. But it also features poetry  by James Merrill, Harold Norse, and Richard 

Eberhart, among other poets who preferred received forms. 

As a document that suggests a path not taken, a path that was in fact completely obscured by 

Allen’s anthology, A New Folder is fascinating. There is no doubt that Allen was aware of its 

existence, and there are actually three poems included both in The New American Poetry and A New 

Folder: Denise Levertov’s “The Sharks,” Robert Creeley’s “If You,” and Jack Kerouac’s “230th 

Chorus.” In a letter to Daisy Aldan in 1960, Allen noted the overlap, writing: “I had tried to avoid 

using poems that were in your book, but slipped up in three cases, as you point out, without noticing 
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it.”106  Later Aldan commiserated with Allen on Louise Bogan’s negative review of The New 

American Poetry, and hinted at the shared affinities between the anthologies:

I have been told about Louise Bogan’s review in The New Yorker, and 
someone is sending it to me today. If you remember, it was she who 
so highly praised Donald Hall’s dull book, and it was that very book 
which sparked me to go ahead with my plan to publish A NEW 
FOLDER, so this shouldn’t bother you at all. We know where HER 
taste lies.107

It is interesting to note that The New Poets of England and America was a catalyst to Aldan as well 

as Allen. In addition, Allen seems to have used Aldan’s anthology  as a contrastive publication to 

guide his editorial choices. Writing to Robert Creeley in August 1959 about the “considerable 

problem” Robert Duncan had posed in deciding whether or not to allow his work to be included, as 

well as giving Allen long lists of poets whose work he should include, the editor concluded:

Were I to follow his directives (which change from day to day) I 
should end up with something close to Daisy Aldan’s Folder 
anthology. In short I have tried to compose the anthology  as 
objectively as possible and continue to oppose those arguments from 
all sides which seem purely political to me. Each poet would edit  his 
anthology very differently, nor is mine a compromise but rather my 
view of the center of the present.108 

A contrast is evident here, between the anthology’s iconic seeming-objectivity  and Allen’s intention 

of representing “my view.” This is one of the key tensions of his anthology, and this study. 

Other poets also broached the topic of Aldan’s anthology with Allen. James Broughton 

wrote to the editor that Aldan “made a point with her Folder by cutting across the political barriers 

and showing the wide sense of poetic excitement going on unsuspected beneath the official 

approvals.”109 Soon after, Allen responded:
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Yes, I too liked the way Daisy  Aldan cut through all the political 
barriers, as you say, and showed the poetic excitement. Hers is a very 
individual choice, based on her own experience in editing Folder of 
course, and it has a definite charm I believe. One thinks of it as an 
album, a pleasant book to have, but I rather wonder what kind of an 
impression it might make on a reader completely unaware of the new 
poetry in America.110

Aldan’s anthology suggests that Allen’s exclusion of poets writing in received form was not a 

foregone conclusion, no matter how many people claimed there was a division in American poetry. 

But Allen suggests that some readers may not be aware of the “new poetry  in America.” The next 

section of this chapter considers how and why  this poetry may have been obscure to the average 

reader. For now, we move from the era’s creative cohesion to consider how Cold War political 

discourse could influence and intersect with the way poets and critics discussed poetry. 

As suggested above, Lowell’s binary contains some elements of truth. But only some. 

Divisions were indeed engrained in American culture during the Cold War, from the us-versus-them 

of democracy  and communism to race relations and youth culture’s assertion of its independence. 

That the so-called anthology wars should have their genesis in the Cold War comes as no surprise; 

cooked and raw are exceptionally  problematic as critical categories, but there were indeed 

differences of opinion among American poets during this period, especially  between those who held 

important institutional positions and those who felt themselves to be stuck in the margins. What I 

am more interested in is the factors that made the alignment of raw and cooked so comfortable for 

everyone involved. 

Competition and disagreement among poets is nothing new. Divisions between groups of 

people with opposing opinions may be a sine qua non of artistic history. But what is particularly 

interesting about discussions of poetry during this period is the use of violent and militaristic 

rhetoric. One pertinent example is a letter from Robert Creeley to Cid Corman in 1950, which 
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draws attention to the academic and avant-garde split, and to the division of old and new in violent 

terms:

That’s what makes me distrust KENYON, i.e., they aren’t interested 
in the development of individual artists, or in the development of any 
group. They are interested in the maintenance of a deliberate and 
perfectly  coherent critical method, confined, as it must be, by the 
ideas of Ransom on everything imaginable, to be put together, 
eventually, with the more rash, and consequently, more overtly stupid, 
pronunciamentos of Tate. Don’t watch a man when he’s judging 
something 100 years dead, in time; because he may fool you, having 
the benefit  of the “tradition.” Watch what he says on what’s at hand; if 
he can’t come to sense there, or if his method reveals itself as 
definitely limited for purposes having nothing to do with its subject, 
then, dammit, shoot.111

Creeley’s conclusion is rhetorically violent, and yet such language was not used only when 

expressing disagreement among poets of the era. It  is present even in moments of praise, such as 

this May 1958 letter from Ginsberg to Allen:

The anthology also sounds like an undreamt of early  windfall miracle. 
It should be a great bomb & clear the air almost immediately of all 
the doubting critical bullshit – most of the material will come as a 
complete surprise to a place say like the English dept at Columbia – 
or people like Simpson (silent gener) & Timbimatu (ignorant preface 
to new World Writing poetry  selection… it was just dumb statements 
about prissy lifeless poetry.)… here you have this tremendous 
goldmine to unload all at once – should be a historic piece of 
publishing. Be as big event as, as weird & hopeful, as K’s sudden 
destalinization speech. Maybe save the world. Yow.112

Ginsberg’s comparison between Allen’s anthology, the atomic bomb, and Khrushchev’s 

landmark speech after the death of Stalin show how deeply Cold War political rhetoric was 

ingrained in the post-war consciousness. This kind of language influenced the conception of the 

anthology wars and in turn continues to influence the critical perception of American poetry. For 

Ginsberg was far from the only poet using such rhetoric. James Broughton suggested Allen’s 
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anthology “implies some kind of Manifesto, even Party Line, and a passion for the New at whatever 

cost.”113  Michael Davidson has suggested that the Cold War binary is written into some of the most 

significant poems of the era, including Charles Olson’s “The Kingfishers,” which opens The New 

American Poetry.114  In an era when backyard bomb shelters and air raid drills were a daily reality, 

apocalyptic political rhetoric crept into both American life and poetry. It was perhaps an 

unavoidable outcome of the age’s demands. Such demands and their effects on poets have been 

passed over by much contemporary criticism, however, as critics such as Adam Piette have pointed 

out.115 But it  must be emphasized how specific such rhetoric is to the era. It would be unheard of, for 

example, for poets in 2016 to talk about a war on terror in poetry  or jihadists of literary  criticism. 

But the inflammatory rhetoric of the Cold War seems to have been taken for granted at the time. In 

this way even Cold War America’s most outspoken critics, like Ginsberg, were inculcated by  the 

atmosphere of the age.

Numerous cultural critics have written about how the insistence on spontaneity  in the arts 

during this period was a response to the stultifying emphasis in mainstream society  on conformity 

and the ideology of consensus.116  This domestic-oriented status quo is visible most potently  and 

humorously in the infamous “kitchen debates” between Vice President Richard Nixon and Soviet 

Premier Nikita Khrushchev at the American National Exhibition at Sokolniki Park in Moscow on 

July 24, 1959.117  Ensconced in the well-stocked kitchen of a model ranch-style home, Nixon and 

Khrushchev discussed the relative merits of the communist and democratic systems, with the 
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material wealth of American society serving as the ultimate example of democracy’s superiority. 

Socially, for a generation of Americans young enough to question the worth of such materialism, in 

part because they  had not yet become full members of the workforce and taken on middle-class 

responsibilities, conformist America provided a target to rebel against.118  American youth culture 

would focus on the man in the white collar and gray flannel suit.119  For American poets, the 

conformism of American society was metonymized in the “prissy  lifeless poetry”120  of formal, so-

called academic poets. By attacking such poetry with rhetorical violence, and by  writing in an 

alternative style, these poets were attacking mainstream American poetry as well as American 

values, a fact not lost on conservative critics. 

Numerous reviewers of The New American Poetry suggested the book had political 

ramifications. Often these commentaries quickly  take a melodramatic turn. In his review of the 

anthology John Simon moves in the span of two paragraphs from discussing the book to detailing 

the case of “a young Negro hipster who called himself ‘Mau Mau’ [who] was arrested in Greenwich 

Village for living with – and off – an unfortunate minor girl.”121  Such conflations of poetry  and 

politics were not uncommon. John Robert Colombo wrote: “many of these writers sound like a 

cross between the bible and the Communist Manifesto.”122  N. Scott, writing for People’s World, 

complained that the poets in Allen’s anthology were “living in a sick limbo.”123  Perhaps the most 

outrageous assessment of Allen’s anthology came from Curtis Zahn, who wrote in his review: 
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“Regrettably, I feel that the reading public is being raped again.”124 James Boatwright also wrote of 

the poetry in overtly political terms: 

the fight for the kingdom of poetry  goes on… what this anthology 
witnesses is a vigorous new battle, a determined effort to depose the 
tyrant, to upset the throne… They don’t like Eliot, naturally, nor do 
they  like New Critics and New criticism, conventional poetic forms, 
useful and impersonal poetry, ex-President Eisenhower, the machine, 
the Bomb, the Organization Man, Protestantism, middle-class 
attitudes towards marriage and sex, and the aimlessness and coldness 
of heart of contemporary man.125 

These contemporary reviews are especially revealing for the way they focus on the content 

of the poems. This contrasts many later readings of the anthology which focus on the form of the 

poems at the expense of any consideration of what they are advocating. As Walter Kalaidjian has 

remarked: 

However lodged “against” academic formalism, the confessional, 
regional, neosurrealist, “deep imagist” and other aesthetic schools and 
movements were surprisingly reticent about the broader, ideological 
investments and effects of their own formal choices. Like their 
academic counterparts, the ‘new’ poets largely  eschewed any  overtly 
political commitments or affiliations in the wider social field.126

While poems like Ginsberg’s “Howl” or “Kral Majales” do not proclaim the poet as a member of 

any political movement or party, they certainly  make clear the poet’s opposition to conventional 

politics, and situate him in “the wider social field.” What is more, these poems are themselves 

coded into the politics of the Cold War and often played central roles in public debates. But it is 

clear, whether one is prepared to consider these poems political or not, that poets and critics were 

inclined to politicize discussions of American poetry during the Cold War, whereas later 

commentators emphasize formal divisions. 
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For critics who had cut their teeth in the 1930s and ‘40s, the conflation of radical form and 

radical politics would have been all too familiar. M. L. Rosenthal, editor for The Nation, was one of 

the most insightful and vocal critics of what he termed “an esthetic war between conservatives and 

radicals in poetry”127  during this period. Rosenthal was also one of the only critics “who connected 

the New American Poetry  [sic] with the 1930s.”128  So when John Simon, reviewing the anthology, 

wrote that the “genealogy” of the poets included “can be traced from Whitman through Sandburg, 

Fearing and Patchen, (three names almost never mentioned by our poets, lest the show be given 

away),”129  it  is unclear whether he’s talking about the show of innovation or the show of being 

apolitical.

While the Cold War was a time of both division and unity, it was also a time when critics 

and cultural commentators were primed to discuss all differences of opinion in dramatically 

political and militaristic terms. Politics were personal, and poetics was political. At the same time, 

major literary publications remained in the hands of a few. Not only  were avant-garde poets outside 

the mainstream, they were largely ignored by critics who did not agree with their poetics and by 

extension their politics – when they weren’t attacked by them. Since mainstream critics held the 

most prominent and influential positions in the 1950s, their attention to, or their ignorance of, new 

poetry  would have a significant effect  on its reception. The myopia of these critics created the 

environment in which an avant-garde could establish itself. 

2.2. Another Bunch: Obscurity and Alienation in Post-war American Poetry
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Due in some cases to genuine ignorance and perhaps in others to political motivations, there 

was a widespread critical myopia in the post-war years concerning non-traditional poetry  published 

by independent journals and presses. One of Allen’s motivations for creating his anthology was that 

the work of the poets had “appeared, if at all, only in little magazines, many of them very 

obscure.”130  That obscurity could certainly be the cause of the ignorance of some mainstream critics 

regarding the work of these poets. Donald Hall, one of the era’s most significant and insightful 

editors and poets, insists that he, Robert  Pack and Louis Simpson weren’t consciously excluding the 

work of the Beats when they put together The New Poets of England and America, they simply had 

not heard of them:

Pack and Simpson and I did not edit with any  notion of a conflict with 
another school of poets. Pack and I had never heard the name Allen 
Ginsberg. Louis had known him at Columbia, where he was writing 
little Elizabethan ballads – nothing like “Howl.”  None of us knew 
anything of Snyder or Robert Duncan.  If we had known the work of 
many of them, probably we would not have put it in anyway. We were 
more conventional – but we didn’t know about them, so we never had 
a chance to judge.131

That one of the period’s most astute figures would not have heard of Allen Ginsberg as late as 1957, 

a year after the publication of Howl, is improbable, but  also suggests the hierarchical dissemination 

of information in mainstream poetry publications of the period. Hall’s essay “The New Poetry: 

Notes on the Past Fifteen Years in America,” published in 1955, is also significant  in this regard. In 

it Hall gives a detailed summary of the most important publications, movements and innovations in 

poetry  since 1940. Not a single poet included in The New American Poetry is mentioned, despite 

the fact that many of them, including William Everson (Brother Antoninus), John Ashbery, Paul 

Blackburn, James Broughton, Gregory  Corso, Robert Creeley, Robert Duncan, Larry Eigner, 
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Madeline Gleason, Kenneth Koch, Philip Lamantia, Denise Levertov, Frank O’Hara, Charles Olson, 

and Jonathan Williams had already published collections by the time Hall’s essay appeared (447).

Another example of the absence of the avant-garde in many considerations of post-war 

poetry  is Malcolm Cowley’s essay  on the post-war poetry scene, “The Time of the Rhetoricians,” 

published in New World Writing in 1954. The essay asserted that the post-war era was defined by 

criticism rather than poetry, which Cowley suggested was exemplified in contemporary journals 

that published more criticism than creative writing. “The literary quarterlies of the 1950s are 

mature, solid, academic,”132 Cowley writes, with seemingly no awareness of the independent literary 

journals that would be cited by Allen in his anthology, including The Ark, which began publication 

in 1947, Contact, published between 1952 and 1954, Daisy Aldan’s Folder, published between 

1953 and 1956, and Golden Goose, published between 1948 and 1954. Cowley’s essay suggests the 

ignorance, whether willed or genuine, of mainstream critics of the 1950s. It was a situation that 

would shift by 1959, when even popular publications began taking notice of small presses. As 

Lloyd Zimpel wrote that  year in The Nation: “These obscure little operations were never so 

plentiful as they are now – probably  because many of the most significant little magazines and 

quarterlies – traditional outlets for the yeastier, half-baked and wildly-talented – are regrouping 

around writers of fashion, both academic and beat.”133

It is difficult to say whether we should take explanations of ignorance such as Hall’s at face 

value, or suggest they are indicative of selective recall. But in many cases the poets Allen published 

truly  were obscure. After all, this is well before the internet, when even those who were interested 

in poetry would have to make considerable efforts to reach out beyond their own immediate literary 

community. Poet Edward Field, himself included in The New American Poetry, described the 
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enlightening effect the book had on him, attesting to the fact that even seemingly large-looming 

figures such as Olson were not household names:

A lot  of the poets were new to me, but the categories roughly made 
sense. Before then, I’d only thought of American poetry as divided 
into the Beats in San Francisco, formalist poets who taught in 
universities and published in the literary  quarterlies, and everybody 
else... I was surprised to learn about the influence poets like Charles 
Olson had – I’d known nothing about him before. I confess that I 
lived in a world of my own.134

It may be too dramatic to suggest that there was a willful conspiracy on the part  of American critics 

to ignore the work of younger, more avant-garde American poets who hadn’t had the opportunity, or 

perhaps the motivation, to publish work with large presses and in prestigious journals. In any case, 

the examples of Hall, Cowley  and Field suggest that a not insignificant sub-community was 

forming within the community  of American poetry, making this an era when it was possible for 

important poets to be unknown to even interested practitioners in other locations. Furthermore, the 

presumption of a divide between academic and avant-garde poets obscured the rich complexity  of 

the poetry  that was actually  being written. What united the poets Allen collected was not a singular 

method or manifesto,135  nor is Allen’s suggestion that they had rejected all qualities of academic 

verse accurate. The defining quality of the poets in Allen’s anthology was the feeling of alienation 

caused by the fact that they were not being promoted in academic or mainstream journals.

By the late 1950s there was a general sense of frustration among many  of Allen’s poets who 

believed not only  that mainstream poets and critics were prejudiced against experiment and that 

they  had fixed the game. This provoked so many to start their own publications. While the military 

rhetoric from Creeley and Ginsberg is dramatic, it looks like macho posturing compared to LeRoi 

Jones’s response to the announcements of the National Book Award and the Pulitzer Prize of 1960, 
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won by Robert Lowell’s Life Studies and W.D. Snodgrass’s Heart’s Needle, respectively. His Yugen 

editorial suggests their feeling of alienation had reached boiling point by 1960: 

To give The National Book Award to Robert Lowell is a simple & 
representative methodology. A fixture. It is not literary; or, to get at it 
from another way, it is merely literary. Life Studies is a good book... I 
mean, let me propose that Olson, Creeley and Duncan are better. And 
I still mean to say Lowell is the best of a bunch. Another bunch. But 
in giving The Pulitzer Prize for poetry  to W.D. Snodgrass, it becomes 
viciously apparent that the methodology, the fixture, the cookie 
tournament, is one (if we squint in hopeless paranoia at all the 
phenomena of our lives) of actual filth. 

The NBA was easy to accept (& with only a slight, say, grimace of 
ironic prehension). But if the prize is Only a gift, i.e., “he got one... 
let’s give ool’ Snod the other.” It, this “ficture,” becomes more than 
just another example of the simplemindedness &/or immaturity of the 
official literary hierarchy. It is suddenly an ugly dishonesty, horribly 
obscene, that shd [sic] scare the hell out of anyone unfortunate 
enough not to be in on it. An ugliness that screams at us to injure it.136 

It is difficult to imagine a starker crie de coeur against the American post-war poetry establishment. 

This was a perceived injustice – even a perceived conspiracy  – that Allen’s anthology would go a 

long way toward correcting, not only by presenting poets whose work was not generally available 

to a mainstream audience, but by thrusting lesser-known poets into the spotlight, where they could 

no longer be ignored. 

That is not to say that all of Allen’s contemporaries were enthusiastic or optimistic about the 

possibility of a specifically avant-garde anthology. Even some of those who were inclined to side 

with Allen’s preferred style of American poetry were skeptical. Robert  Creeley  thought that Allen’s 

clear opposition to The New Poets of England and America could weaken the anthology’s impact, 

since The New American Poetry “obviously fronts on the academic, i.e., battles with that tone and 
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manner, etc.,” [and] “it may seem an ‘other side of the tracks’ collection – which would be a 

shame.”137

Creeley’s reservations made his final opinion of the anthology even more significant. As he 

wrote to Allen in 1959:

[The New American Poetry] is the biggest break any of us have had, 
in years, and you’ve done us all a great, great service – by forcing a 
recognition that something other than Snodgrass is being written… 
Again and again every  damn one of us, in any such anthology, have 
simply  been treated as if we didn’t exist – which was of course the 
simplest way  of cutting us out. So, now it can be told, – and that’s 
great.138

Whether due to a concerted effort  on the part of conservative critics or because of actual ignorance 

– or, one or other in different figures – the coalescing of a community of alienated American poets 

in the post-war era helped create a sense of urgency for publication. And as the efforts of these 

poets began to come to fruition in various independent publications, a sense of momentum and 

significance took hold. Some reviewers would downplay the relevance of Allen’s anthology in 

exactly  the way Creeley predicted, but its ultimate effect was staggering. So staggering, in fact, that 

some of its most troubling characteristics have remained unconsidered, including its ties to the Cold 

War conception of American culture sponsored by the CIA.

2.3. Weapons of the Cold War: The New American Poetry and The New American 

Painting

One important and unexamined facet of Allen’s conception for his anthology can be found 

in his correspondence. The editor wrote to Charles Olson on June 3, 1959 that “The New American 

Painting show has come back from Europe and is installed in the Modern Museum – yesterday I 
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studied it  with care and came away  with clearer conceptions of how to handle the anthology.”139 

What Allen learned from the exhibition was not only the title, but a general way of handling the 

anthology. By July  20, 1959, he could write to Gary  Snyder of “this anthology of the new American 

poetry  I’m struggling with.”140  And by September 4, the phrase had received official capitalization, 

as Allen wrote to James Broughton, “I propose to call the anthology “The New American Poetry.”141

The New American Painting, organized by  the International Program of The Museum of 

Modern Art under the auspices of the International Council at The Museum of Modern Art, was put 

together in 1957 and toured eight European cities in 1958 and 1959: Basel, Milan, Madrid, Berlin, 

Amsterdam, Brussels, Paris, and London. Drawing on a wide spectrum of lenders and assisted by 

Frank O’Hara,142  the exhibition was conceived as a way to promote the painting that had been 

produced in America since World War II, namely, according to the curators, Abstract 

Expressionism.143  It is not difficult to imagine why Allen would have felt inspired by this vibrant 

exhibition, which featured some of the most original and exciting American painters to have 

emerged since World War II, and of course was directly connected to his friend O’Hara. 

One of the unique aspects of The New American Painting is the emphasis it put on each 

artist’s individuality. Alfred H. Barr’s introduction to the exhibition describes the artists’ 

“uncompromising” individualism.144  Before Barr’s opening remarks in the catalogue appear 

epigraphs from nine of the artists, expressing their personal beliefs about the newness and 

significance of their work. Of these, the first, from Clyfford Still, is representative: “We are now 
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committed to an unqualified act, not  illustrating outworn myths or contemporary alibi. One must 

accept total responsibility  for what he executes.”145  In the catalogue each of the artists is represented 

not only by reproductions of paintings, but by a personal statement  about his or her art  and beliefs 

on the role and method of the artist. These bear a striking similarity to the Statements on Poetics 

included in Allen’s anthology, as they are discourses from practitioners rather than critics. 

The artist statements in the catalogue of The New American Painting weren’t exactly an 

innovation. But what is striking about the exhibition and its catalogue in reference to The New 

American Poetry is the way  each artist is given the space to present  himself or herself as an 

individual, and yet as a whole these 17 artists are presented as part of a particular tendency in 

contemporary  American painting. Allen would use precisely this method for his anthology, 

producing a uniquely  up-to-date collection of poetry that showcased a group  of individuals 

supposedly united more by time and place and perhaps attitude than by a shared set of stylistic and 

aesthetic beliefs. It  is easy to understand how this style of presentation would have seemed 

promising to Allen: emphasizing chronology  and geography would allow him to present a diverse 

group of poets in a relatively coherent manner. 

The New American Painting was just as polarizing as The New American Poetry would 

prove to be.146  If that were the whole story, the discovery that Allen was directly influenced by  this 

exhibition would be an interesting footnote to the history of the anthology. But in fact  this 

exhibition sits squarely  at the center of what has become one of the most intriguing and 

controversial aspects of the Cold War for humanities scholars: the cultural warfare sponsored by the 

State Department, the CIA, and their umbrella organization, the Congress for Cultural Freedom, a 

group that promoted certain strands of American art and culture as counter-example to that  of the 
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Soviet Union and its satellites. It was revealed in 1966 that the CIA had created and secretly funded 

the CCF in an effort at Cold War cultural propaganda.147  In 1974 Eva Cockcrover showed how the 

CCF’s support of abstract expressionism was a “Weapon of the Cold War.”148  More recently, 

Frances Stonor Saunders has shown that The New American Painting was financed by the Congress 

for Cultural Freedom. Thus, the exhibition was not simply  a representation of the most innovative 

contemporary American art, but was also a cog in America’s Cold War machine.149 

That Allen’s anthology was conceived in a climate of pro-American nationalism and Cold 

War propaganda does not take away from the uniqueness and lasting nature of Allen’s editorial 

achievement. However, it does suggest that he was not pushing against the status quo – whether 

political or cultural – quite as much as believed. It is not that Allen’s specific choices for the 

anthology were dictated by  the government, but that his way of packaging and presenting these 

poets – which would have long-term effects both on the way they were received and the way 

anglophone poetry has been interpreted, were directly influenced by the CIA’s cultural warfare.150 

 Allen, like the poets he published, was guided by Cold War conflicts that were literary and 

more generally cultural. But the politics of these poems (which will be examined in the next 

chapter) have been downplayed in critical considerations of the anthology and the period, as critics 

focus exclusively on the formal characteristics of the poems and the supposed tug-of-war between 

raw and cooked poetries. Just as the general conception of abstract expressionism circles around the 

idea of an American sense of spontaneity, blunting the multicultural backgrounds of the artists who 
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were central to the movement as well as their complex individual journeys from formalism to 

abstraction, the legacy of The New American Poetry tends to be limited to the victory  of the 

individual voice. This is a reduction of a richer complexity. 

 It’s easy now to look back on so many of the supposed lessons and dangers of the Cold War 

as nothing more than well-meaning or insidious propaganda, depending upon one’s point of view. 

Like the idea that hiding under a desk would protect you from the explosion of an atomic bomb, the 

perception of communism as a pure evil that might overthrow western society  now seems 

charmingly  outdated. Similarly, images and objects from the 1950s tend to inspire a kind of kitsch 

nostalgia, whether it’s the ranch-style home, the hula-hoop, the drive-in or the backyard bomb 

shelter. But just as the pop  culture attraction of these throwbacks masks the strict social and political 

conformity, fear and distrust they sprung from, the easy  association of The New American Poetry 

with the commonplace narrative of the destruction of form and the triumph of personal freedom in 

poetry  simplifies and sanitizes the complex way  these poems and this book grew out of their era and 

interacted with it. While no one can go to a drive-in today without the feeling of doing something 

positively old fashioned, most critics and readers continue to accept Allen’s Cold War model of 

American poetry without question. Replacing the depoliticized context in which these poems are 

most often read with the problematic framework of the Cold War allows us to come to a fuller 

understanding of the poems themselves and the way  they chaffed against and dovetailed with the 

designs of their society and their editor.

 

3. The Community of Love: The New American Poetry and 

Revolutionary Relationships in Cold War America 
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In a letter to Robert Duncan on November 3, 1959, the day  after he turned in the anthology 

to Grove Press, Allen confessed that  the distinguishing trait of the poems included in The New 

American Poetry, as opposed to post-war poetry at large, had nothing to do with form or attitudes 

toward academia, but was rather a “keener analysis of the elements of love and friendship:” 

The recurring theme of the anthology (it was only towards the end 
that I realized this was happening) is love or rather that enormous 
complex of themes; there are all the themes of lust, desire, hatred, 
longing, etc., but what profoundly  distinguishes much of the New 
Poetry here from every other group of poets one could assemble from 
the contemporary scene strikes me as being (what I think of as being 
the prevailing continuing leavening ethic inherited from Black 
Mountain): the community of love. Whether we (Olson’s the 200 that 
matter) love each other more today than before, than others have in 
earlier periods, I can’t say; but the work certainly  shows a keener 
analysis of the elements of love and friendship, etc.151

This is a more insightful description of the distinct character and significance of the poetry  in The 

New American Poetry than Allen’s introduction to the anthology, which describes the unifying 

characteristic of the poets included as “a total rejection of all those qualities typical of academic 

verse” (xi). Allen’s letter to Duncan will be the stepping stone for a consideration of the anthology’s 

political and social significance. 

“The community of love” is a phrase heavy with connotations. It points backward and 

forward at once – back to the radical 1930s, when it was used by the Catholic Worker Movement 

and left-leaning writers and thinkers, and even farther back to nineteenth century American 

communes and the work of the German philosopher Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, who used it to 

describe the community  surrounding Jesus. The phrase also looks forward to the liberal sexual 

practices of the 1960s. But “the community of love” had a specific meaning in the 1950s, when its 

underlying features of collectivism and the abolishment of private property would have reminded 

even the most open-minded American of communism. Allen’s use of the phrase to describe the 
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anthology suggests this poetry is more engaged in politics than his introduction – and most critics – 

claim. 

On November 5, 1959, Duncan responded to Allen with a detailed analysis of the role of 

love, friendship and community in American poetry:

I have much the same thot [sic] that you have in your letter about the 
theme of love (the continual creation of the idea of love is the 
romance tradition... adverse critics use the term “romantic” to obscure 
the continuity). But I’m not an enthusiast for pan-eros... There are 
general ideas which my mind would assent to in Ginsberg’s 
democratic vistas but my nerves and heart are not humanitarian. 
Academic verse (that is verse written by  schoolteachers) specifically 
cannot deal with love at any depth that is disturbing to public 
respectability. But given that poets who are not public figures can 
afford to be intense in their sexual lives – i.e. can inherit the 
responsibilities of the romance tradition or of erotic ceremonies or 
sacraments.152

That Duncan gives such careful consideration to the theme of love, not just in Allen’s anthology but 

also regarding the larger context  of contemporary poetry, suggests that the topic was significant for 

poets of the period. Duncan even claims that attitudes toward love and a willingness to write 

intensely about sex distinguishes “poets who are not public figures” from those who teach, an 

important point that reflects back on the debates examined in the previous chapter.

Taking Allen’s use of the phrase the community of love as a framework for this poetry  and 

as a starting point  for a consideration of love, relationships and marriage in post-war America, this 

chapter argues that The New American Poetry is significant because of the content of the poems 

even more than their form. Allen’s letter connects his anthology to opinions and lifestyles that were 

considered subversive during the Cold War. At the same time, it distances the poems from the 

charges of arid impersonality  that conservative critics commonly levelled against left-leaning poets 

of the period. This sheds light on the complex ways the book deals with politics and locates it 

among the stalking horses and public doublespeak of the 1950s.  
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The first section of the chapter traces the idea of the community of love back to its roots and 

clarifies its meaning for Americans after World War II. The second section examines relevant poems 

in the anthology to outline the contours of what Allen called a keener analysis of love and 

friendship. The final section considers how Allen’s use of the phrase places the anthology squarely 

within the Cold War climate, in which seemingly innocuous language was often freighted with 

political implications. Recognizing how Allen and his poets were interacting with the politics of 

their time broadens our understanding of the anthology’s significance and offers new interpretations 

for it and the poems it promoted. 

3.1 Freedom from the Pursuit of Insane Objectives: The Cold War Community of 

Love 

Donald Allen didn’t invent the community  of love. The phrase has connotations that stretch 

back to the New Testament. The idea of a community of love for Allen and post-war poets might 

have included this Biblical connection, but more relevant uses of the phrase came from Kenneth 

Rexroth, the Catholic Worker Movement, American communes of the nineteenth century, and 

Hegel, all of whom used the concept of the community  of love as an ideal for human existence, 

based on mutual affection rather than commerce or competition. However, what began as an 

essentially  religious idea had become politically charged by the 1950s, due largely  to outspoken 

individuals like Kenneth Rexroth. 

In an interview from 1959, Rexroth gives his own colorful definition of the community  of 

love as “the organic community of man:”

This doesn’t mean that it’s all a great gang fuck. In fact, it doesn’t 
have anything to do with that at all. It  means that  what holds a natural 
society together is an all-pervading Eros which is an extension and 
reflection, a multiple reflection, of the satisfactions which are 
eventually traced to the actual lover and beloved. Out of the union of 
the lover and the lover as the basic unit of society flares this whole 
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community  of love. Curiously enough, this is Hegelianism, 
particularly the neo-Hegelians who are the only people who ever 
envisaged a multiple absolute which was a community  of love... But, 
irrespective of the metaphysical meanings, this is what makes a 
primitive society work... This sounds very romantic but it is actually 
quite anthropological.153

The intersection between physical love, public love and politics is important as it resonates with 

much of the poetry under consideration. Rexroth posits the community  of love as an 

anthropological fact found not just in Hegel’s study of the early Christian community, but also in 

Native American tribal culture. Elsewhere in this interview, Rexroth suggests the community  of 

love is the natural condition of mankind but has been eradicated by the ruling powers of American 

capitalist democracy who feel threatened because a community that is bound together this way 

cannot be controlled or commodified. In promoting the community of love Rexroth was in fact 

promoting an alternative system of governance. 

During the Cold War, any suggestion of alternatives to American democracy  would have 

been taken as communist sympathizing at best, given the atmosphere that was examined in the 

previous chapter; in many cases this would have been accurate. Rexroth later mentioned the 

community  of love in his obituary for Muriel Rukeyser, who died in 1980. The phrase’s communist 

connotations here come to the fore as Rexroth seems to make every  effort  not to use the word 

“communist” in print. 

After all, poetry in the tradition of the American Dream must be 
tragic, because the Community of Love of Whitman (and of all the 
communalist communities that flourished in his youth) has not been 
realized. 

Muriel Rukeyser believed in the Community of Love, not because she 
was convinced that it was going to win but because it is true, it  is the 
right way for human beings to live. She has been accused of 
optimism, and this in a country where the Left thinks the revolution is 
around the corner and the rest of the population continuously invent 
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euphemisms for graveyards. I think gravediggers (undertakers) now 
call themselves bereavement counselors.

Like Walt Whitman, as the horizons darkened and the Community of 
Love seemed to grow more distant, Muriel sought ever deeper into 
her self for its meaning.154 

Using the phrase to refer to Rukeyser, a poet  well-known for her leftist sympathies – though 

Rexroth in this obituary denies that she was a member of the Communist Party – the poet suggests a 

connection between the community of love and radical politics, and reveals the way that words like 

“love” “community” and “communalism” were used to sanitize leftist politics in public discourse 

during the Cold War. Rukeyser is a fulcrum in this discussion because of the way she, like many 

left-leaning poets in the post-war period, was maligned by critics such as Louise Bogan for writing 

poetry  that “outlawed personal emotion,” was “deficient in the sense of human life,” and devoid of 

“rough joy and silly pleasure.”155  Such sentiments – which, as Filreis shows were used broadly by 

conservative critics to attack in quasi-aesthetic terms a poet whose politics they disagreed with – 

reveal the deeper political implications of Allen’s use of the phrase the community of love in 1959. 

Utilizing the terms of Cold War cultural debate, Allen suggests that  the poets in the anthology  had 

indeed begun to write the personal, emotional poetry that conservatives had long called for. In the 

process he sneaks the countercultural message of many of these poems under the radar, or perhaps 

more accurately, behind enemy lines. 

Despite the seemingly  innocent nature of the phrase “community of love,” in the climate of 

the Cold War it suggested an alternative world-view which would have put those who used it in 

opposition to the country’s prevailing values. The relationship in the US between those with power 

in America and those without it  was an issue that Rexroth commented upon at length. And clearly, if 

the community of love were an established fact, it would not  be necessary for a poet like Rukeyser 
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to be a “partisan” for love. As we saw in Nixon’s kitchen debate with Khrushchev, the increased 

commercialization of American culture during this period, as lower unemployment and lower costs 

of commodities saw the standard of living rising rapidly,156  was the trump card for the American 

capitalist system against communism. Materialism was politicized and Rexroth unsurprisingly 

locates the enemy of love not only in government but in commercialism. The state and state-

sponsored capitalism employ what Rexroth called the social lie in order to maintain the status quo 

and to keep the population in check. As a result, they deny the possibility of the community of love:

The masters, whether they be priests or kings or capitalists, when they 
want to exploit  you, the first thing they  have to do is demoralize you, 
and they demoralize you very simply by kicking you in the nuts. This 
is how it’s done. Nobody is going to read any advertising copy  if he is 
what the Reichians call orgastically  potent. This is a principle of the 
advertising copy  writer, that he must stir up discontent in the family. 
Modern American advertising is aimed at the woman, who is, if not 
always the buyer at  least the pesterer, and it is designed to create 
sexual discontent… with the adult, the young married couple, which 
is the object of almost all advertising, the copy  is pitched to stir up 
insatiable sexual discontent. It provides pictures of women who never 
existed. A guy  gets in bed with his wife and she isn’t like that and so 
he is discontented all the time and is therefore fit material for 
exploitation.157

Concern about the increasing materialization of American society  in the post-war years was not 

limited to Rexroth. It is one of the central themes of Charles Olson’s The Maximus Poems, which he 

began in the 1940s. In one of these poems in The New American Poetry, “I, Maximus of Gloucester, 

To You,” Olson writes:

But that which matters, that which insists, that which will last
where shall you find it, my people, how, where shall you listen
when all is become billboards (8)

Allen was obviously familiar with Olson’s poem, and also with Rexroth’s writing (Allen lived in 

San Francisco and edited the San Francisco issue of The Evergreen Review, to which Rexroth 
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contributed a long essay). Even a passing knowledge of Rexroth’s work would have made Allen 

aware of the older poet’s use of the phrase “the community of love” in his poetry, essays and 

interviews. “The Dragon and the Unicorn,” Rexroth’s long poem of post-war personal and 

philosophical recovery, was published in 1952 and greeted enthusiastically  by critics and poets 

including Olson and Duncan.158  In this work Rexroth insists upon the community of love’s 

opposition to the government. 

“The Dragon and the Unicorn” investigates the relationship between the individual and 

society, time and the universe, and post-war American culture in contrast to the older cultures of 

Europe, suggesting naturalism in place of nationalism.159  Rexroth mentions the community of love 

several times in the poem, as well as phrases including “community of lovers,”160  “community of 

persons,”161  and “love relationship,”162  along with the suggestion that “love is reciprocal.”163  It is 

widely  acknowledged that  Rexroth’s poetry is sensuous and that he found poetic and personal 

transcendence in the communion of two lovers. Yet the recurrence of these phrases – especially in 

the context of this poetic quest for meaning in the aftermath of what Rexroth viewed as the 

inevitable failure of capitalism to remain peaceful – proves that the community  of love for Rexroth 

had political and personal resonance. His adherence to this ideal, with its alienating consequences in 

a capitalist society, are summed up in the following lines from “The Dragon and the Unicorn:”

This is what free love is, freedom
From the destructive power
Of a society coerced
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Into the pursuit of insane
Objectives. Until men learn
To administer things, and are
No longer themselves organized
And exploited as things, there can
Be no love except by intense
Effort directed against
The whole pressure of the world. 
In other words, love becomes,
As it was with the Gnostics, 
The practice of a kind of cult.164

For Rexroth, the community  of love was the one answer to the devastation of World War II. Only  by 

joining together in a community  of mutual empathy  could humanity hope to overcome the 

promotion of murder and evil in the name of profit. At  times, Rexroth’s actual definition of the 

community of love is more metaphysical: 

A community of mutual
Indwelling, in which each member 
Realizes his total 
Liability for the whole.165 

But at other times Rexroth places the community of love in patent opposition to contemporary 

American society, which he writes is characterized by “frigid fucking for frigidaires,”166  a phrase 

that briskly summarizes the intensified materialism and conformity in American domestic life after 

World War II. 

Rexroth’s leap  from love to politics may seem vast in Cold War America, as love has little to 

do with politics in a country preoccupied by war. But therein lies one element of love as a political 

stance: When the government in power takes conflict as its primary directive – as several political 

scientists including William Appleman Williams suggest the United States did during this period167 

– then an insistence on love is in fact political, since it promotes alternative practices and values. 
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This intersection of love and politics had been explored three decades earlier by the Catholic 

Worker Movement, a leftist social group founded in 1933 by Dorothy Day and Peter Maurin.168 

According to the thoughts on love and community Maurin expressed in his poetry, the 

community  of love is united with Catholicism and the active fellowship expressed by  public 

service, which was crucial to the lasting political and social significance of the Catholic Worker 

Movement. Maurin connects the concept not only to religion, but to art as well, most clearly in his 

poem “Prostitution of Art:” 

When the artists
were artisans
they had the community spirit.
They had the community spirit
because they believed
in the doctrine
of the Common Good.
Now that the artists
do no longer believe
in the doctrine
of the Common Good
they sell their work
to art speculators.
As Eric Gill says,
“they have become
the lap-dogs
of the bourgeoisie.”169

Citing Eric Gill, a British socialist artist, Maurin quickly moves from art to community  to politics, 

suggesting like Rexroth that  capitalism is the enemy of the community. In the poem “Up to 

Catholics,” Maurin places community and Catholicism in even starker contrast to capitalism. 

Suggesting that Catholics should start a movement “back-to-the-land,” Maurin writes that Catholics 

“realize:” 

                       more clearly than any others
                       the shortcomings
                       of the old capitalist
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                       industrial system.
                       They, better than others,
                       see the threat
                       that impends.
                       They alone understand
                       that while the family
                       is the primary social unit,
                       the community comes next.
                       And there is
                       no sound
                       and righteous
                       and enduring community
                       where all its members
                       are not substantially
                       of one mind
                       in matters of the spirit–
                       that is to say,
                       of religion.170

Passages like this make Maurin’s radical Catholicism clear. Religion has often, though not always, 

been important to the practice of a community  of love. In the late nineteenth century, most 

Americans would have associated the phrase with communities like Brook Farm, which was 

officially  secular, and the Oneida Community, whose founder believed Jesus had returned in AD 

70.171  Readers such as Rexroth, who were familiar with the writing of Hegel, however, would also 

have connected the phrase to Jesus.

Hegel deals explicitly with the community of love in his early  writings on Christianity, 

specifically “Christianity and its Fate” and a fragment called “Love.” In these essays, Hegel 

meditates on the formation of the Christian community around Jesus, detailing the social aspects of 

the movement, as well as its ultimate failure to realize The Kingdom of God on earth. For Hegel, 

The Kingdom of God was synonymous with the community of love:

A loving circle, a circle of hearts that have surrendered their rights 
against one another over anything their own, that are united solely by 
a common faith and hope, and whose pleasure and joy is simply the 
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pure single-heartedness of love, is a Kingdom of God on a small 
scale. But its love is not religion.172

Hegel’s description of the community of love here both clarifies its meaning and indicates why  he 

thought the community  failed. As Alice Ormiston writes, “it isn’t simply  that a powerful ruling 

government or class deters the formation and cohesion of the community of love, but that it is 

human nature that does so.”173  These dual oppositions virtually ensure the impossibility of realizing 

the community of love while relegating it to a minority  of society, or as Rexroth writes, a kind of 

cult, or as Allen writes, the avant-garde.

For Hegel, love is a unity between self and other. The community of love is the Kingdom of 

God, a community  without private property. Hegel’s writings on love make this connection to 

property  blatant, claiming that property  “makes up such an important part of men’s life”174  that the 

community  of love is unlikely  to be realized. His definition of lovers is “a multiplex opposition in 

the course of their multiplex acquisition and possession of property and rights.”175  This is the main 

challenge the community of love faces in the modern world. It is also what connects it to 

communism.

The community  of love for Hegel can only flourish when the individual cedes his 

importance to the group, when everything is shared and nothing is held back. It is thus in clear 

opposition to the democratic capitalism of the US promoted by popular culture during the Cold War. 

The following quotes sum up the connection of love and property according to Hegel’s definition of 

the community of love:
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Abolition of property, introduction of community of goods, common 
meals… The essence of their group was (a) separation from men and 
(b) love for one another; (a) and (b) are necessarily bound together… 
By love’s extension over a whole community its character changes; it 
ceases to be a living union of individualities and instead its enjoyment 
is restricted to the consciousness of their mutual love… Love is 
indignant if part of the individual is severed and held back as a private 
property.176

The resemblance between this concept and Black Mountain College was noted by  Allen in 

his letter to Duncan. There are also connections between Hegel’s community  of love and 

communism as a community of individuals who cede their individualism and property to the 

collective. It is unclear whether Allen was familiar with the larger implications of the phrase when 

he used it  in his letter to Duncan, though he was certainly familiar with Rexroth’s work and thought. 

This is not to suggest that The New American Poetry is a communist anthology. However, by their 

very existence, by their language and focus, and by the way of life they profess, many of the poems 

in the anthology were radical, both socially  and politically. As such they  represent a vitalization of 

literature and express an insistence on the potency of love, friendship  and community that had 

appeared only  irregularly in American poetry. In this sense Allen’s anthology was the culmination 

of a long-standing desire – stretching back a century – for a more human, communal, physical 

literature to break from the country’s Puritanical roots. 

There is evidence that  some American writers desired a community of love well before the 

Cold War or the 1930s. Rexroth cites Walt Whitman as one precursor to this movement and in the 

poet’s boisterous passion and insistence on the purity of the body one can see clear connections to 

the exuberant physicality of the Beats. Underlying this was the feeling expressed by numerous 

American writers in the early twentieth century, namely that American literature and society have 

always taken a conservative approach to matters of love and passion. H.L. Mencken and the 
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philosopher George Santayana, for example, worked against what they called the genteel sensibility 

of American art and culture.177 Even earlier, Henry Adams gave keen insight into the presentation of 

the female body  in American literature and popular culture at the end of the nineteenth century, 

showing the society’s dominant conservatism:

Adams began to ponder, asking himself whether he knew of any 
American artist who had ever insisted on the power of sex, as every 
classic had always done; but he could think only of Walt Whitman; 
Bret Harte, as far as the magazines would let him venture; and one or 
two painters, for the flesh-tones. All the rest had used sex for 
sentiment, never for force; to them, Eve was a tender flower, and 
Herodias an unfeminine horror. American art, like the American 
language and American education, was as far as possible sexless.178

The absence of sexuality Adams describes is reminiscent of Duncan’s description of unpassionate 

public poets at mid-century and Ginsberg’s “prissy lifeless” poetry. With this in mind, the shift in 

sexual mores that was taking place in America after World War II, as evidenced by The New 

American Poetry, seems even more revolutionary. 

Inasmuch as the community of love depended on the abolition of private property in order to 

flourish, it never had much of a chance in the United States. But that does not mean it was 

insignificant. Tracing the origins of the phrase shows just how radical it was in the 1950s to insist 

on a community  of caring individuals not united by  commerce and capitalism. This suggests that 

the critical discourse on post-war American poetry, which has privileged a formal narrative over a 

consideration of content, has blunted the socially significant literature of Allen’s anthology. As 

mentioned above, the connections between the Beat Generation and the free love generation are 

clear, and the social values that the Beats championed in the 1950s found their way into the culture 

by the 1960s. Clearly the social implications of this poetry remained potent and provided an 
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alternative viewpoint  and alternative possibilities, both social and literary, for generations of writers 

and readers. Now we will examine how these cultural shifts manifested themselves in poetry. 

3.2. I Love My Love: The New American Poetry’s Reconsideration of Traditional 

Relationships

The critical tendency to read The New American Poetry as a collection of largely apolitical 

poems is as limiting as it is widespread. Many of the poems in the anthology that  deal with love – 

and the most obvious societal institution of love, marriage – do so cynically, and in ways that 

empower women by allowing them to speak for themselves. What emerges is that these poets were 

questioning the roles of men and women in relationships and in marriage, and many were also 

experimenting with alternatives to the accepted style of family life, at  least in part because several 

of them were gay. These poets were also approaching the relationship between poet and reader in 

fresh ways, suggesting a sense of community with the audience and one another. There is an evident 

reconsideration of social roles and a range of reactions to them in these poems, from irony about 

marriage to earnest  suggestions of alternatives. This section examines the concepts of community, 

relationships and marriage as presented by the poems in The New American Poetry. Rather than 

delving directly into the content of the poems, however, we start with their dedications.

The concept of the community of love pervades Allen’s anthology, from its organization to 

the content of the poems, both of which display  a sense of poetic community. Perhaps the clearest 

indication that  these poets and their work form a community is the number of poems dedicated to 

peers. Two of David Meltzer’s poems are dedicated to John Wieners (382-383); one of LeRoi 

Jones’s poems is dedicated to Gary Snyder (358); one of Richard Duerden’s poems is dedicated to 

“R.D. & J.C.,” who are likely Robert Duncan and his partner Jess Collins (152); one of Jack 

Spicer’s poems is dedicated to Robin Blaser (142); Helen Adam’s “I Love My Love” begins with a 
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quote by Robert Duncan (114); one of Robert Creeley’s poems is dedicated to Robert Duncan (83); 

and a section of Duncan’s “Poem Beginning with a Line by Pindar” is dedicated to Charles Olson 

(52). These are only  the dedications to those also included in the anthology. In contrast, The New 

Poets of England and America has only several poems with dedications, none of which are to poets 

also included in the anthology. More often than not these poems are dedicated to historical and 

literary  figures such as William Cowper or Katharine of Aragon.179 This sense of community  wasn’t 

merely an aspect of Allen’s anthology but was evident in the life and work of several of its key 

poets. Much has been written on Frank O’Hara’s poetics of coterie, which can also be seen as an 

extension or interpretation of the community of love.180  The concept also connects directly  to 

O’Hara’s theory  of “Personism,” set forth in a 1959 essay  in which he describes a realization he had 

while writing a love poem:

While I was writing it I was realizing that if I wanted to I could use 
the telephone instead of writing the poem, and so Personism was 
born… It puts the poem squarely between the poet and the person, 
Lucky  Pierre style, and the poem is correspondingly gratified. The 
poem is at last between two persons instead of two pages.181

This renews the function of the poem as communication and not merely verbal icon. Or rather, if a 

poem has always been communication, what is privileged here is the communication between poet 

and audience, rather than poet and poet, or poet and tradition, as is suggested by placing the poem 

between “two pages.” The mention of Lucky Pierre, a slang term for someone in a threesome both 

giving and receiving, suggests the nonchalance with which O’Hara could question traditional sexual 

roles and relationships. O’Hara’s conflation of sexuality  and poetics is similar to the way that Jack 

Spicer gave dedications to all the poems of After Lorca (1957) and Admonitions (1957) in order to 

establish a community within his audience. Spicer’s insistence on the physicality  of the relationship 
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between poet and reader and on the primacy  of the communication between a poem and its reader, 

rather than the tradition out of which it developed, is evident in one of the letters from After Lorca 

that sounds remarkably like O’Hara:

Some poems are easily  laid. They  will give themselves to anybody 
and anybody physically  capable can receive them… I swear that if 
one of them were hidden beneath my carpet, it would shout out and 
seduce somebody.182

Here Spicer suggests that the poem is more interested in its readership than in tradition; thus the 

poem forms a kind of community, if a sexual one, with its readers. Spicer grants the poem an 

agency that is not present in O’Hara’s description of his work. But both poets share the idea that the 

poem should be judged by how readily it communicates with those for whom it is intended.

For poets in Allen’s anthology, the community of love includes but is certainly  not limited to 

their readership. In fact, many  of the poems in the anthology  deal directly with love and 

relationships, as Allen suggests, and many take a modern approach to love or freshly conceptualize 

the subject, from Bruce Boyd, who writes “For love is the kind of a tree whose fruit  / Grows not on 

the branches but at the root” (158); to the free love and communal feelings espoused by much of the 

poetry  of Allen Ginsberg, such as “The Shrouded Stranger,” “Sunflower Sutra,” and “Sather Gate 

Illumination” (178-179). Poems about family life are less common, though they  are present. The 

most domestic poems in the book are Joel Oppenheimer’s. Two of his poems, “The Bath” and “The 

Feeding,” are focused on life at home, with acute observations of domesticity  heightened by the 

recognition of each family member as a complete and autonomous being interacting with other 

members of the family community, and, where the adults are concerned at  least, actively deciding to 

stick together. The understated amorousness of “The Bath” is complemented by a rather pervading 

feeling of reverence. The narrator admits, “he will insist on / reading things into her simplest act,” 
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and then proceeds to do just  that, describing the “ritual” of his wife’s bath, which she is undertaking 

“to ready herself.” The poem ends:

and himself more often than not decides
she wants him unbathed manlike. 
what he is most pleased about is 
her continuing bathing.
in his tub. in his water. wife. (110) 

The pre-coital implications here are clear, but there is a quiet sense of communion throughout the 

poem, even if it ends with a tone and suggestion of ownership that reflects the masculine dominance 

of the 1950s. Yet there is a sense of unabashed voyeurism too, on the part of the narrator and by 

extension the reader, which indicates a disavowal of the private boundaries of family life that would 

grow more frequent in the late 1950s and early 1960s in the work of the confessional poets. 

Oppenheimer’s “The Feeding” has a similar tone, though it is more sensitive and humorous. 

Describing “the child” feeding from a “she” who is presumably  his mother, the narrator observes 

how the child “fought back” and the narrator asks “what does / he know of fruitfulness.” Finally, 

after the child “spilled his milk” in the poem’s final lines he: 

looked up. smiling at her, 
pleasantly, and, damn it, without  
malice, even. (111) 

The poem expresses a stubborn joy  in the pleasures and frustrations of parenthood. Again we see a 

narrator who observes the members of his family, all of them individual yet interconnected. It is a 

plain-speaking, practical and clear-eyed approach to parenthood that contrasts the rhetoric of many 

other domestic poems of the period, such as Donald Hall’s “My Son, My Executioner,” included in 

The New Poets of England and America. This is a poem in which the combination of love and rue 

the father feels for his newborn son is beautifully expressed, while the meter and rhyme remove the 

poem from the communicative language of the everyday home. The poem begins:

My son, my executioner, 
   I take you in my arms,
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Quiet and small and just astir,
   And whom my body warms.

Sweet death, small son, our instrument
   Of immortality,
Your cries and hungers document
   Our bodily decay.183

The poem continues in this fashion, weighing the conflicting feelings of fatherhood, and attempting 

to come to terms with the balance of life and death the son represents. In Hall’s words, this dilemma 

is “the mortal paradox.” This poem inhabits a similar field of experience as Oppenheimer’s “The 

Feeding,” but one feels that for Hall, the quality of the poem lies in its artfulness, whereas for 

Oppenheimer, quality resides in clear observation and sharp documentation of both scene and the 

poet’s individual voice. But perhaps more importantly, in Oppenheimer’s poem the son is presented 

as an equal member of the family community, whereas in Hall’s poem, the son is portrayed as an 

intruder – if a welcome one – and more forebodingly, and frankly  more “poetically,” as a harbinger 

of death. In contrast, Oppenheimer’s colloquial language brings the poem into the community of the 

everyday family. Hall’s is a hierarchical approach to childbearing compared to Oppenheimer’s 

presentation of the democratic family. 

Robert Creeley is another poet in Allen’s anthology who often wrote about love and 

relationships, though his love poems employ a cynicism that borders at times on violence, as in the 

eight-line poem “The Warning:”

For love – I would
split open your head and put
a candle in
behind the eyes.

Love is dead in us
if we forget 
the virtues of an amulet
and quick surprise (78).
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Creeley here, as in many of his poems about relationships, is playfully  violent. A dangerous 

insistence lies at  the edge of these lines. Love is a threat. Creeley’s “A Marriage” and “Ballad of the 

Despairing Husband” are no less ominously humorous. In these poems Creeley repurposes the 

forms and tropes of chivalric poetry, bringing classical rhetoric into a modern mode. This is evident 

especially in the latter poem. After the narrator’s wife has left him, he lives by  himself passing his 

days “with little cheer.” The third stanza follows:

Oh come home soon, I write to her.
Go fuck yourself, is her answer.
Now what is that, for Christian word,
I hope she feeds on dried goose turd (80).

The wife’s reply modernizes the language and sensibility of the romantic poem. In allowing the 

other – the wife – to speak, Creeley  turns the tables on a more traditional mode of address and is 

more equal and seemingly more inclusive:

Oh wife, oh wife – I tell you true,
I never loved no one but you.
I never will, it cannot be
another woman is for me. 

That may be right, she will say then,
but as for me, there’s other men. 
And I will tell you I propose
to catch them firmly by the nose.

And I will wear what dresses I choose!And I will dance, and what’s to 
lose!
I’m free of you, you little prick,
and I’m the one can make it stick (80-81).

The colloquialism of the final lines is refreshing and seems particularly contemporary  for the 

period. And by allowing the wife to speak, the poem casts an unflinching (if well-humored) gaze at 

the dark side of love in post-war America, illustrating the difficulties of keeping love relationships 

together.
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Other poems in Allen’s anthology allow women to speak for themselves, especially  the 

poems by women. Helen Adam’s “I Love My Love,” for example, takes a mythical approach to 

love and marriage. Throughout the poem the title refrains, becoming more ominous as the love 

between maid and man becomes more repressive and violent. When the man strangles his wife to 

escape her, her golden hair comes back from the dead for revenge. The penultimate stanza reads:

The hair rushed in. He struggled and tore, but whenever he tore
   a tress,
“I love my love with a capital Z,” sang the hair of the sorceress.
It swarmed upon him, it swaddled him fast, it muffled his every 
   groan.
Like a golden monster it seized his flesh, and then it sought the
   bone,
Ha! Ha!
And then it sought the bone (117).

Using a ballad form like Creeley, Adam not only reverses the typical power structure of marriage, 

suggesting that the woman has more power than the man, but also suggests that the woman, rather 

than being a passive member of the relationship, is endowed with mystical power and may at any 

moment take revenge on a trying husband. Again, it is the content of the poem, rather than its form, 

that distinguishes it. 

While humor and imagination are evident in Adam and Creeley, ambivalence is often the 

primary tone in poems dealing with relationships in Allen’s anthology. Barbara Guest’s “Parachutes, 

My Love, Could Carry Us Higher” suggests a wariness about being bound to others through 

romance, fidelity and commitment. The poem begins:

I just said I didn’t know
And now you are holding me
In your arms,
How kind.
Parachutes, my love, could carry us higher (216).

Throughout the poem, Guest questions the female’s traditionally silent or passive role and presents 

an alternative, giving voice to a female counterpart who is skeptical and bitingly eloquent. Sure of 
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her own autonomous self, the narrator here questions the benefit of being linked to another person 

and suggests that  a relationship  may actually distract and weigh down a woman who has her own 

ideas. The poem ends: 

I am closer to you 
Than land and I am in a stranger ocean 
Than I wished (216).

This is the image of a woman cut off from her own desires, and is at odds with the prescribed role 

of women in post-war America. The fact that Allen’s anthology gives voice to these women, who 

were themselves giving voice to liberal ideas about women’s roles in relationships, is one of its 

most significant contribution to poetry and culture, despite the fact that the number of women in the 

anthology is small. 

The troubling sense of domestic difficulty we see in the above poems is found throughout 

the anthology. Jonathan Williams’s “The Switch Blade ( or, John’s Other Wife” is indicative of the 

generally casual exploration of marital issues in the book. It begins: 

men share perceptions ( and 
their best friends’ wives, in lieu of 

a perverse tangling of arseholes (107). 

Here the topic of an open marriage, or at  the very least knowing infidelity, is broached in an off-

hand and ironically humorous style, suggesting along with, perhaps, a desire to shock, a liberal 

approach to love, marriage and relationships, and one that could be interpreted as foreshadowing 

the love revolutions that coincided with the invention of the birth control pill, the gradual 

acceptance of pornography and the emergence of sex clubs and swingers in the 1960s and ‘70s. 

The most famous relationship poem in Allen’s anthology is also one of the most famous 

marriage poems of the era. Gregory Corso’s “Marriage” is a five-and-a-half-page meditation on the 

first line’s two questions: “Should I get married? Should I be good?” (209) The poem wittily 

excoriates the institution of marriage and the courting rituals of the post-war middle class. 
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When she introduces me to her parents
back straightened, hair finally combed, strangled by a tie,
should I sit knees together on their 3rd-degree sofa
and not ask Where’s the bathroom?
[…] 
But I should get married I should be good
How nice it’d be to come home to her
and sit by the fireplace and she in the kitchen
aproned young and lovely wanting my baby
and so happy about me she burns the roast beef
and comes crying to me and I get up from my big pap chair
saying Christmas teeth! Radiant brains! Apple deaf!
God what a husband I’d make! Yes, I should get married (209-212)!

The poem presents a conception of love that privileges human relationships over institutions. At the 

same time, it questions the mores of love in a commodity  culture, promotes the autonomy of the 

individual, and suggests alternative ways of pursuing love and happiness from those prescribed by 

preceding generations. Corso here seeks to deflate the institution of marriage, holding up its most 

sacred rituals – such as the suitor’s first meeting with his beloved’s parents – and ridiculing them 

with such enthusiasm that his language at times veers into babble, suggesting that convention itself 

is nonsense agreed upon by society.

The poems in Allen’s anthology  concerning love and relationships do not always take a 

cynical approach, however. A number of them, including Gary Snyder’s “For a Far-Out Friend” and 

Paul Blackburn’s “The Once-Over,” present women as objects of lust, the female form eliciting 

praise and sexual feelings from the male narrator. In Philip  Whalen’s “Two Variations: All about 

Love” the narrator’s ecstatic expression of love has overtones of a mature, Rilkean sensibility  in 

American vernacular:

All I would tell is you
And love; I must tell
Me, that I am a world
Containing more than love

Holding you and all your other
Lovers wherein you 
And I are free from each other
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A world that anyone can walk alone
[…]
Refuse to see me!
Don’t answer the door or the telephone
Fly off in a dragon-chariot
Forget you ever knew me

But where you are
Is a corner of me (281-282)

This is not the attitude displayed in a typical post-war love poem, nor is it an expression of sadistic 

or lowbrow attitudes about wife swapping. Rather, the poem suggests that love connects individuals 

even if they are separated by distance. It  is not an avant-garde idea, as readers of John Donne would 

know. But in the post-war period, it presents an alternative to the sacrament and social tradition of 

marriage. The colloquial language Whalen uses, especially in the second, more ecstatic section of 

the poem, updates the conceit with an inventive, irrepressibly optimistic energy:

         F
     Train
   Absolutely stoned
Rocking bug-eyed billboards waff:
No more bridge than adam’s
        off ox
             Pouring over it 16 2/3 MPH sodium –
           vapor light yellow light
                               
                                LOVE YOU

Got you on
         like a coat of paint
Steamy girder tile
                          
                               LOVE YOU (282)

Even more than the reinvention of old tropes in the previous section of the poem, this second 

section, entitled “( BIG HIGH SONG FOR SOMBODY ),” is indicative of Whalen’s modern 

sensibility, which was influenced by  Beat poetics and drugs as well as his study of Zen 
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Buddhism.184  The tone and diction are colloquial and bound by  no familiar form, an effect 

emphasized by the layout of the poem. These characteristics infuse the declarations of love with an 

unabashed joy. Both in its suggestions of love without attachments and in its unrestrained outbursts 

of feeling, Whalen’s “Two Variations” seems worlds apart from the domestic poetry of the post-war 

years, which more accurately expressed the dominant mode in post-war American society  and 

attendant feelings toward marriage and commitment. 

“Feasts of Death, Feasts of Love” by Stuart Z. Perkoff is concerned with a more literal 

interpretation of the word “community.” An ambitious seven-page poem that achieves a kind of 

chiaroscuro through its juxtaposition of memories of attending a Jewish camp with images of the 

Holocaust, the poem charts the narrator’s attempts to come to grips with tragedy, while presenting 

the summer camp as an idyllic experience that has fostered a lifetime of memories and practices. 

Citing the Hebrew blessing said over food on Shabbat, Perkoff writes:

at the edge of the water
the glass house eye of God
embraced us, pure
in white

                        clean after communal showers
& communal food
[…]

sitting on the benches, bodies warm & throats filled with joy &  
    love
we offered worship
sitting warm to warm, our eyes & skins touching, love flowing
we offered worship
[…]

o living communities
men & women who love & are loved
o living bodies
men & women who love & are loved
o loving cities
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men & women who live & are lived (302-303)

It is telling that the young Jewish group must  go on retreat to achieve this rapturous sense of 

community. This connects with Hegel’s sense of the community around Jesus as cut-off from the 

larger community, and Rexroth’s suggestion that such a community in post-war America must 

remain a kind of cult. The bardic tone used to invoke and so lovingly describe these “living 

communities” of “men & women who love & are loved” contrasts with the next section of the 

poem, which describes a far bleaker vision:

I see clothes piled in great heaps
against grey sky
with the smoke & sun in the air
of human flesh
[…]

there are bodies
naked
not talking of love
in their last waters
naked 
not talking of love (304)

Here the men and women of the previous stanzas, the active agents of life and love, are reduced by 

the powers of evil to indiscriminate bodies. The community of love becomes a lost principle, an 

experience that inspires longing yet only serves to add to the confusion and despair of the narrator 

as he confronts the Holocaust. Love, in this forced gathering of individuals not given the agency to 

form a community, has been lost even to language. Yet Perkoff’s juxtaposition of the community of 

love with the concentration camps grants love an equal power, one that must be reckoned with and 

recalled even in the face of evil. 

It is difficult to imagine a clearer description of Hegel’s concept of the community  of love. 

For Perkoff, love is a force commensurate to death. And while the community of love – which is 

represented in his poem by the Jewish community – may  not be able to escape evil, it is the 

opposite of death. In this poem, as in the other poems of love and marriage in Allen’s anthology, 
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love involves a looking beyond oneself; elsewhere it is bounded by marriage and here by modern 

social life. 

While most of the poets in Allen’s anthology – with the exception of Allen Ginsberg – stop 

short of promoting free love and indiscriminate sex, nearly all of the poems concerning love, 

marriage and relationships in the anthology take a liberal view. Whether the poems offer down-to-

earth considerations of the mundane aspects of marriage like bathing and breastfeeding; refreshing 

revisions of the balance of power between a man and a woman; a casual comment on marital 

infidelity; or an imaginative, if violent, tale of love and loss, they offer a revolutionary 

reconsideration of love and relationships. At the same time, the number of poets in the anthology 

who dedicate poems to friends who are also included in the anthology shows that they themselves 

composed a unique community in post-war anglophone poetry. 

The avant-garde’s poetic meditations on love, marriage and relationships provide numerous 

counter-narratives to popular behavior in America during the Cold War. Edward Brunner has 

described the dynamics of family life at a time when the atomic bomb cast a shadow over a society 

enjoying a higher rate of marriage and child-bearing, as well as more economic independence and 

employment. Despite the latent dread of nuclear war, these conditions allowed poets at universities 

to “help raise their children and take pleasure in watching them grow.”185  Elaine Tyler May in her 

study of the Cold War family points out that 96.4 percent of the women and 94.1 percent of the men 

who came of age during and after World War II got married.186 Another significant text in this regard 

is F. W. Dupee’s review of The New Poets of England and America:

Marriage is obviously  an attractive as well as advisable state for the 
young poets, and it provides them with a stock of poetic objects. 
Home, wife, children, parents, pets, gardens, summer resorts, travel 
en famille make up the unromantic romance of their poetry.187 
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At the very  least, the poems cited above from The New American Poetry provide alternative 

examples to the domestic poetry  of the period. Whereas love and family life in much 1950s poetry 

was often presented as a secure, blissful state (with occasional difficulties), in these poems, 

marriage is a social institution that an intelligent individual should hesitate to join. If getting 

married and starting a family contracts the community  of love to two individuals and their children, 

a more liberal approach would rather broaden it. And while Allen’s description of the community of 

love as central to The New American Poetry may at first seem idiosyncratic, it  stands up to closer 

investigation. More importantly, it provides a more complete social and political framework for this 

anthology than has been widely  realized. The political ramifications of the phrase – and this 

section’s examination of poems and poets’ comments on their own work – make clear that these 

poets’ re-evaluations of social mores brought them close to radical politics. 

3.3. A Social Feeling: Beyond Stylistic Divisions in Post-War American Poetry

Raw and cooked is a false dichotomy. The porous category of academic poetry isn’t any 

more helpful. Arguments based on the idea of a formal revolution in post-war poetry cannot account 

for the ballads of Robert Creeley or Helen Adam, or the numerous ways that poets in The New 

American Poetry use traditional rhyme and meter. It is more revealing to examine the content of 

these poems, as this helps us distinguish the work in new, perhaps more accurate ways. Exploring 

how these poems reconsider relationships shows they were part of the Cold War cultural moment, 

both exemplifying and acting against the rapid social changes taking place in the United States after 

World War II. For Allen’s use of the phrase the community of love places the anthology within the 

Cold War context in ways that are not accounted for in his introduction. Building on the mention of 
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Muriel Rukeyser above, this section will locate some of the phrase’s resonances in Cold War 

America to push the discussion of The New American Poetry beyond the stereotypes of bifurcation 

and formal revolution.  

US citizens were expected to align their beliefs and behavior with conservative social values 

in the years following the war. One result was more marriages and more couples devoted to 

materialism than any preceding generation.188  Domestic life and relationships were matters of 

national politics during this period, and alternative practices, be they homosexual or communal, 

were generally  perceived as an affront to the heteronormative drift and puritanical foundation of 

American society. Change would come, however, and The New American Poetry was part of it. 

Alan Filreis cites John Crowe Ransom speaking during this period to a gathering on poetry 

about “‘Urbanization’ [which] had caused poets to replace ‘the love of nature’ with ‘a social 

feeling.’”189  The quote is important because it  both registers the development and voices complaint 

against it, showing the conservatism that  would hold such changes back as long as possible, in 

poetry  and in society. Filreis also suggests that Ransom was using a kind of doublespeak common 

to the Cold War, which allowed critics and editors to broach political topics in non-political 

language. There is a clear line from Ransom’s “social feeling” to the community of love. Poets of 

the new urban spaces, in contrast to Ransom’s agrarian ideals, necessarily developed new subjects. 

Rather than writing about  nature, they wrote about the city and each other. As Frank O’Hara 

exclaimed, “I can’t even enjoy a blade of grass unless I know there’s a subway handy, or a record 

store or some other sign that  people do not totally regret life… The clouds get enough attention as it 

is…”190  So there was an important shift in the meaning of the community of love (with the 

exception of Black Mountain College), from actual communes to communities of poets and readers, 
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and coteries in the cities around which Allen organized his anthology, at least until communes 

would increase in popularity in the 1960s. But the revolutionary  qualities of the community of love 

were not lost. 

American society  was changing quickly  during this period and poets reflected these changes 

in what and how they wrote. Editors and critics, meanwhile, supported or refuted the changes 

through their interpretations of poetry. Wallace Fowlie’s introduction to Daisy Aldan’s New Folder 

anthology also registers this shift: “The inspiration of nature would be today  the bizarre, love would 

be possibly  Eros, God might be the subconscious.”191  And, as Robert Pack explained in his 

introduction to the second selection of The New Poets of England and America: 

Love, in these pages, is experienced more in the contexts of sexual 
desire, need, marriage and divorce, than in the contexts of romance or 
spiritual striving. The traditional theme of unfaithfulness has become 
more specifically  adultery; parting has become divorce; union 
(transcendence) has become harmony, compatibility.192 

While some poets were moving to cities and writing about alternative lifestyles, others were buying 

homes, starting families and finding inspiration in these experiences. A specifically  domestic style 

of poetry emerged following World War II alongside the styles that Allen claimed were new. 

The New American Poetry must be read as a reaction to social conventions as much as 

literary  ones. Throughout the 1950s, influential individuals, from sociologists like C. Wright Mills 

to comedians like Lenny Bruce, gave voice to doubts about the conservative social values that the 

US had so enthusiastically  embraced. In the early  1960s, as court rulings in cases such as those 

involving Grove Press and City Lights Books pushed back obscenity  laws, the lifestyles that poets 
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in Allen’s anthology  could only hint at earlier became more widely  expressed.193 Allen’s anthology 

interacted with this shift in subtle, complex ways. 

Even the least  politically engaged of these poets, by writing about more liberal styles of 

relationships, was expressing dissatisfaction with the prescribed social values of the period. But 

Allen’s use of the phrase the community of love doesn’t merely connect to Rexroth or reveal the 

countercultural nature of these poems for the late 1950s. The phrase also aligns with a long-

standing debate about politics in American poetry that reached a higher pitch after World War II. 

While Allen’s introduction to the anthology  overlooks the politics of the poetry in favor of a formal 

debate, these were the terms that had been set by  conservative critics who used complaints about 

form to object to leftist politics in poetry. Pushing the discussion further, Allen’s letter to Duncan 

hints at the radical nature of the book in a way  that was not only  seemingly innocuous, but was also 

a rejoinder to critics such as Bogan who accused left-leaning poets like Rukeyser of being devoid of 

personal feeling, too concerned with abstract ideas and social ideals. 

Allen’s two explanations about the unifying characteristic of the anthology, in his 

introduction and his letter to Duncan, show the complexity of the book’s interactions with Cold War 

politics and society. The debate about form (and politics) in American poetry  that accelerated after 

World War II is perhaps a timeless one. But by  drawing attention to the significant ways these 

poems deal with love and relationships, Allen (and indeed, the poets themselves) shut down one 

central thrust of conservative arguments against politically and socially subversive poetry since the 

1930s. Critics who focus solely, or even mostly, on the formal character of these poets’ work 

obscure this larger significance, and simplify the complex interactions between Cold War poetry 

and Cold War politics. Raw versus cooked is not only a false choice, it  is a debate that distracts 

from the content, meaning and message of these poems. Bearing in mind how conservative 
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American critics had accused radical poets of being too impersonal and too focused on technique, it 

becomes clear that another intriguing and perhaps unexpected shift had taken place by 1960: 

conservative critics in many  cases considered the poets in Allen’s anthology too revealing and too 

formally unrestrained. 

Many of the values and beliefs that American society took for granted after World War II 

would be subverted in the 1960s, along with the laws that held them in place. Political doublespeak 

became less necessarily  pervasive, or at least shifted to different targets. While Allen’s anthology is 

dominated by males, much of the love poetry  in it  expresses a view of relationships that privileges 

the narratives and freedom of women and suggests alternative lifestyles that would be more fully 

explored in the coming years. The newness of the poems in the anthology  is most distinctly  located 

in the attitudes they  express, which links them to larger developments in American society. The 

book’s multiple intersections with Cold War culture and politics are fruitful for a fresh discussion of 

the book’s significance. Ultimately, The New American Poetry is both liberal and conservative at 

once, breaking away from Cold War conventions and mired in them.

In reaction to the country’s increasing conservativism at the height of the Cold War, a social 

avant-garde began to embrace a more open-minded approach to life and love. Members of that 

avant-garde who were also poets were on the forefront of explorations into human relations and 

lifestyles as well as prosody. Perhaps the way  Allen shifted the terms of the debate allowed liberal 

poets to contribute to social changes in more public, meaningful ways. But Allen also erected 

borders around innovative poetry written in English between 1945 and 1960, nationalizing a 

transnationalist post-war avant-garde.
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4. This Thing Is Most National: Nationalism and Assimilation in The 

New American Poetry

Donald Allen’s decision to exclude poets from countries outside the United States where 

innovative poetry  was being written in English merits closer investigation, as The New American 

Poetry’s presentation of the post-war poetic avant-garde as a movement based specifically  in the 

United States is a simplification: the milieu was more diverse than Allen suggests, and poets were 

often working beyond the borders of the United States.194  Allen’s American framework harmonizes 

with the nationalistic Cold War climate and perpetuates a limited picture of a transnational literary 

outgrowth in ways that would have satisfied the Cold War cultural warriors in the American State 

Department and the CIA, who sought to promote capitalist-democratic values through American 

culture in contrast  to communist  society. Allen located the center of avant-garde poetics in the US, 

which is an incomplete interpretation of innovation in anglophone post-war poetry. Allen’s new 

Americans were more international than is now generally perceived. 

This chapter will first investigate how Allen’s nationalist conception developed as he 

worked on the anthology, before turning to the way Allen missed or misidentified significant 
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transnational elements of this poetry and thus presented the post-war avant-garde as a united 

movement generated by American culture. The chapter then examines the anthology’s use of the 

American flag as a cover image and how that  symbol was an expression of is germane to the  

nationalism of the 1950s. Finally, the chapter considers the effect of Allen’s anthology on the 

anglophone canon.

4.1. Poems and Passports: The New American Poetry’s Nationalist Conception of 

Post-war Anglophone Poetry

Allen’s landmark anthology began as his personal perception of hundreds of individual 

poets writing in numerous styles and locations in the post-war years. To understand more clearly 

how he conceived of the anthology and its organization, we turn to Allen’s correspondence and his 

own commentary on the gestation of the book. Writing in 2003, Allen reminisced about his stay at 

the writer’s colony Yaddo in 1957, when he “began to ponder what I saw happening in American 

poetry, beginning to think that this new writing connected… a possible movement, and I began to 

think about the possibility of doing an anthology.”195  Allen’s correspondence concerning the 

anthology with poets including Robert Creeley and Charles Olson from the late 1950s is a curious 

mix of specificity and vagueness, and shows the flexibility of the editor’s conception of his project. 

Writing to Olson on September 24, 1958, Allen lays out the details for the first time:

As you know, I am compiling an anthology of modern American 
poetry  (1948 to 1958-9)… My aims in compiling this anthology are: 
(1) to show the continuation of the modern movement in American 
poetry  during the past decade, (2) to show what new trends have 
developed, and what new conceptions of the poem have emerged 
during the period. (3) to demonstrate, too, the continuation and 
modification of several of the older, basic traditions in American 
verse, (4) to present a number of the younger poets who have 
appeared in the last  few years. My bases for selecting poems are 
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derived in part from William Carlos Williams’ essays (especially 
Measure) and Charles Olson’s Projective Verse; they are, very briefly: 
(1) voice, and breathing (2) heat of the poem, energy, feeling, (3) use 
of the American language, (4) stance of the poet in the poem (5) 
strategy: use of techniques – traditional or newly recovered from 
ancient or primitive literature, as well as newer devices (dream 
effects, cutting, montage, dissolve, etc., etc.,)… The academic poets 
of the decade are well enough represented in the Meridian Books 
anthology edited by Donald Hall, and others, and I do not plan to 
include their work in the anthology I am compiling… The anthology 
will be published by Grove Press in 1959.196

Here Allen lays the groundwork for The New American Poetry, although much of what he 

describes in this letter would remain in flux over the next two years. Allen goes on to elucidate 

the layout of the anthology, which would include ten to fifteen pages of poetry by an older 

generation of American poets including Ezra Pound and William Carlos Williams. This particular 

idea was abandoned, as we saw in the second chapter, because the community of the new would 

soon become the central focus. Even what is seemingly Allen’s simplest condition – that he 

would include poetry by Americans only – would not be fixed until later. 

In a letter to Robert Creeley  written on April 17, 1958, Allen had written: “Thank you for 

notes on the anthol[ogy]. Since this will be limited to American poets I’ll not be including 

[Canadian poet Irving] Layton and [Scottish poet Gael] Turnbull.”197  Whether owing to diplomacy 

or the fact  that the exact designs of the anthology remained fluid, Allen’s correspondence with 

others, including Turnbull himself, reveals a less determined editorial attitude.198 Writing to Charles 

Olson in early September, 1959, a year after his letter to Creeley and after he’d decided on the title 
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of the anthology, Allen mentions that he is “also think[ing] of throwing in a couple of poems by 

Layton and Gael Turnbull to round it out, taking American in the wider sense.”199

Olson’s unequivocal response to this suggestion, on September 12, 1959, would set  Allen’s 

tone for deciding who would and would not be included in the anthology.

Anyway, the important thing to my mind is to leave the group  alone: 
don’t drag in those other gooks of the past – & present solely because 
they  hang around (don’t die !... yr anthology ought to be the decisive 
defining factor, that American writing went into a new gear, which is 
what it is now running on, and going over to Canada, England 
Scotland and out (and by  god none of those older ghosts like – even 
the papas were international, this thing is most national200

With Olson’s letter the nationalist focus of Allen’s anthology was confirmed. This would extend to 

every  aspect of the book, from its title to the cover image of a stylized version of the American flag, 

to its organization according to geographic areas of the North American continent. This national 

focus created the image of a united poetic community that  differentiated itself both from tradition 

and from the poetry  of other English-speaking countries. It is important  to remember that Allen’s 

image of American poetry was created during the Cold War, a time that polarized many aspects of 

American life, even issues of poetic form. But leaving aside these issues for the moment, we shall 

point out the problematic nature of Allen’s national conception by considering poets who fell 

outside his somewhat permeable editorial borders. 

In no case are the complexities of the nationalism of The New American Poetry more 

apparent than in that of the Scottish poet Gael Turnbull. Born in Scotland in 1928, Turnbull would 

seem to have been immediately ineligible for Allen’s consideration. Yet the poet’s situation was 

somewhat more nuanced. Although he had been raised and educated in the UK, Turnbull lived in 

the US and Canada during the 1950s, and was well-known as a contributor to avant-garde 

anglophone poetry journals. Poets including Robert Creeley, Robert Duncan and Allen Ginsberg 
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suggested to Allen in correspondence that Turnbull’s work should be included in The New American 

Poetry. Allen’s letters with others regarding Turnbull, and with the poet  himself, show both the 

initial fluidity  of the editor’s idea of “American in the wider sense” and the narrow definition of 

“American” he ultimately utilized for the anthology. 

Dear Gael Turnbull… are you now becoming an American citizen? 
The limits I’ve set for this anthology of modern American poetry I’m 
preparing excludes poets who aren’t actually Americans, 
unfortunately. If you are becoming, I’d very much like to include 
some of your poems.201

The fact that Turnbull’s inclusion hinges not on the quality or style of his work, nor on the poetic 

milieu in which he had established himself, nor on the impact he’d had on the work of his American 

contemporaries, but on the fact that he didn’t possess American citizenship, shows the non-literary 

nature of this limit of eligibility and its centrality for Allen. There is an important shift in Allen’s 

thinking here, from citizenship based on language to one based on passports. Turnbull responded 

facetiously to Allen’s request:

I’m rather tickled that you should think of me for your anthology. 
Gregory Corso already gave me a temporary  honorary alternative 
citizenship for some group of US and Canadian poems he chose for 
some German anthology. However, otherwise, I expect to travel on 
my British Passport for some time to come. Which may sound a bit 
like flag-waving. I don’t mean it quite like that. Actually, when I’m in 
England, I am often dubbed a Canadian or a “yank”. Never mind. 
Lawrence lived abroad a good bit too, if I recall.202

The Scottish poet subtly, if definitively, deflates Allen’s concept of nationalism while illustrating the 

elasticity of national identity, a fact accentuated by the example of DH Lawrence, which raises an 

interesting question: If a British writer composes a poem or novel in the United States, is it a work 

of American literature? It is just such a question that  would help  inspire transnational literary 
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criticism, which is described further below. It has also provided fruitful areas of research including 

The Multilingual Anthology of American Literature, Werner Sollors’s collection of American 

literature written in other languages. But for Allen the answer is clearly no, the nationality  of a 

poem depended on that of its writer. Turnbull contrasts this by mentioning how poets like him 

might fall through the cracks: In the UK he was “often dubbed a Canadian or a ‘yank,’” while in the 

US he is also an outsider. 

Turnbull provides a specific example of nationalism at work in the creation of Allen’s 

anthology, but the issue is not as simple as a strong editorial policy against one poet. The question is 

made even more complex by the inclusion of Helen Adam and Denise Levertov, born in Scotland 

and Britain, respectively. When Allen was compiling his anthology, Helen Adam was a San 

Francisco-based poet and a member of the poetic community surrounding Robert Duncan and Jack 

Spicer. Born in Glasgow, Adam did not  move to the United States until the age of 30, in 1939.203 As 

one of only four female poets included in the anthology, and as one whose work was regularly 

praised in reviews, Adam’s inclusion makes The New American Poetry a decidedly richer 

collection. Further, given her importance as a proto-Beat poet and playwright living in San 

Francisco, as well as her close association with Robert Duncan, who played a significant role in the 

creation of the anthology, Adam’s inclusion in some ways appears assured, even as Allen’s 

insistence on nationalism would seem to render her ineligible.204 For it  is certain that Allen knew she 

was Scottish.205 
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The case of Denise Levertov is similar. Born in Essex in 1923, she published her first book 

in London in 1946 and lived in Europe until settling in New York at  the end of 1948. Before her 

move, Kenneth Rexroth had included her work in his anthology The New British Poets (1947).206 

Allen seems not to have questioned her inclusion. Again, this may  have been due to Duncan’s 

influence – his intense epistolary relationship with Levertov began in 1952 and as early as 1956 he 

had written to Allen, including Levertov, Helen Adam, and Madeline Gleason in a list  of important 

post-war American poets.207 The inclusion of Helen Adam and Denise Levertov – and the exclusion 

of Gael Turnbull – suggests the fluidity of nationalism in poetry  and the difficulties of a poetry 

anthology based on national identity. For one thing, lines of influence that  exceed the US are 

overlooked, 208  a fact that critic Katherine Garrison Chapin dwells upon in her review for The New 

Republic:

Nearly  all of these poets have travelled; lived, worked and gathered 
impressions (and clichés) in different corners of the globe from the far 
East to the West; they have read and listened to foreign rhythms, 
languages, and music. But this experience only  seems to have added a 
dimension to the depth of their spiritual bankruptcy.209

Such a reading of the anthology effectively  argues against Olson’s suggestion that these poets were 

less international than their predecessors. Turnbull, Adam, and Levertov further prove the 

permeability, not to say randomness, of Allen’s national exclusionism. But nationalism is persistent 

and problematic in all aspects of The New American Poetry, and thus deserves closer examination. 

To comprehend the complexity of this subject, three further concepts must be considered. 1) 

Transnationalism as opposed to the nation-as-community, which has been suggested by theorists 
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including Benedict Anderson and applies to the poets included in the The New American Poetry, 

who were a heterogeneous group living and working in many parts of the world, although the 

anthology presents them as a united group of Americans. 2) The anthology’s utilization of an 

American identity  and the American flag, a symbol that gained widespread emphasis during the 

1950s. 3) The national effort to promote a specific version of American culture during the Cold 

War, so that the difference between communism and democracy could be accentuated to America’s 

advantage. The remainder of this chapter will deal with these issues separately and will then 

conclude by considering the portrait of American poetry that emerges from the anthology.

4.2. Another America: Reading The New American Poetry Transnationally

In his seminal study of nationalism, Imagined Communities, Benedict Anderson writes: 

“Since World War II every successful revolution has defined itself in national terms.”210  Inasmuch 

as the American post-war poetry  avant-garde as presented by The New American Poetry can be said 

to comprise a revolution in literature, Anderson’s observation holds true, as does his definition of a 

nation as an imagined community, united by a shared narrative and an imaginary conception of 

unity. Allen established precisely this sense of community  with his description of the poets included 

in the anthology as “a strong third generation… our avant-garde, the true continuers of the modern 

movement in American poetry” (xi). We’ve already mentioned how Allen’s use of “our” 

foregrounds the nationalism of the anthology, as it presupposes an American readership and context. 

In that light, this section shall examine the other key term here, “American poetry,” to argue that 

what Allen presented as a specifically American literary movement was not actually  confined by the 

borders of the United States. 
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Bearing in mind Anderson’s arguments about the necessity of a shared narrative for 

communal cohesion, the importance of Allen’s national and chronological strictures is evident. 

Within the confines of an anthology  entitled The New American Poetry, which has an American flag 

on the cover, and in which the majority of the biographical notes begin “Born [year] in [American 

city],” the national heritage of the poets is asserted before the qualities of the poetry. But Allen’s 

national focus does not only limit the way we read the poetry. Claiming that innovative post-war 

poetry  belonged to the US alone discounts the significant experimental poetry  being written around 

the world by poets such as Turnbull, Basil Bunting, Roy Fisher, and many  others in countries as 

diverse as Australia and Nigeria. These far-flung individuals were also using a new, more speech-

based approach to writing poetry in English, which Allen limits to “American language” alone. He 

does not specifically  claim that no innovative poetry  was being written in other countries during this 

period, but his insistence on the separate American strand of innovation could certainly give one 

that impression.211

The limitations of nationalism as a critical category have become even more apparent in 

with the passing of years, especially given the transnational turn of American literary studies in 

recent decades. Allen’s Amero-centric approach now contrasts with a critical discourse that insists 

on the permeability  of national borders in literature. The example of Levertov, Adam and Turnbull 

are examples of the book’s national limitations, as are the locations of the magazines and publishers 

Allen drew from during his selection process, as we shall see. The production of so-called American 

poetry  during this period was decidedly  transnational, and there was a fluidity of movement and 

influence among poets, both in the cases of the US, Canada and Britain, and even farther afield in 

terms of influence and residency, with many of the poets in The New American Poetry finding 

inspiration in the poetry of other languages and several poets residing outside the US. 
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Numerous literary critics of the past two decades, including Jahan Ramazani, Wai Chee 

Dimock, and Donald E. Pease, have fruitfully insisted on reading American literature in a global 

context. This transnational framework is specifically  relevant  to our discussion of the Cold War, 

when American studies was first instituted as an academic discipline, which is only  one example of 

the era’s assertion of American culture and widespread nationalism. Ramazani’s A Transnational 

Poetics is particularly  relevant in this regard, as it “proposes various ways of vivifying circuits of 

poetic connection and dialogue across political and geographic borders and even hemispheres, of 

examining cross-cultural and cross-national exchanges, influences, and confluences in poetry” by 

taking into account “globalization, migration, travel, genre, influence, modernity, decolonization, 

and diaspora.”212  This approach deepens our understanding of The New American Poetry and the 

ways that poetic influence and innovation are never hermetically sealed by national borders.

Allen both perpetuated and was influenced by the Cold War emphasis on American 

nationalism. His editorial decisions limited and normalized the rich development of post-war 

anglophone poetry that had its roots in countries and languages around the world. The New 

American Poetry’s insistence on a specifically  American collective, which is now so taken for 

granted, was not appreciated by all of his early correspondents. Even some of his supporters were 

skeptical at first about the necessity  of publishing a specifically American poetry anthology. As Cid 

Corman wrote to Allen in early 1958:

I don’t know how you can make such an anthology pertinent without 
taking a particular stand. I have pushed for such an anthology for 
several years, and then when it was in hand, I realized that in all 
honesty there wasn’t enough material to fill 75 pages. There are too 
many anthologies, too many predigested “books”. All the more reason 
to take what may  seem a biased position… I can’t give you any 
names that are unknown to you. (I might, if American weren’t  the 
gimmick – which I think is provincial in itself)213
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Corman here suggests that the concept of an American anthology is unique enough to be a 

“provincial… gimmick.” Calling on Allen to take a “particular stand,” Corman chastises the editor 

for utilizing a focus he deems cheap. What Corman did not realize, however, is that Allen’s decision 

to include only American poets was in fact a stand, and one that involved more imagination than 

may be apparent. For the American avant-garde poetry scene of the 1940s and ‘50s was much less 

American than Allen’s anthology suggests.

Allen’s ideas about the new poetry  of his nation were gleaned from contemporary 

publications. Fortunately, the 1950s were a boom time for small presses. In the “Short 

Bibliography” of The New American Poetry, there are 15 addresses of independent poetry 

publishers, 37 magazines and journals listed under “Chief Periodicals” and those that are “Also of 

Value.” Many of these are located outside the United States. The journal Contact is located in 

Toronto; Fragmente is located in Freiburg im Bresigau; Jabberwock 1959 is from Edinburgh; 

Artisan is from Liverpool; Botteghe Oscure is from Rome (and, incidentally published in Italian, 

French, Spanish and German as well as English, a fact that allowed it to promote “a new 

international spirit  and the opening to a larger literary world for a generation of writers who would 

find each other through its pages;”214  and Prospect is located in Cambridge, England. One of the 

presses, Migrant, has addresses both in California and in England (451-452). So even on the level of 

publication, there was less that was specifically  American about innovative anglophone poetry in 

the decade after World War II than the anthology suggests. The very  existence of foreign presses 

that are considered American opens interesting cracks in the façade of a supposedly united national 

avant-garde. It also shows that the conception of American poetry as something taking place within 

the borders of the American continent is inaccurate.
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The internationalism of Allen’s poets is exemplified most clearly by Robert Creeley who 

was, along with Charles Olson, one of the most significant movers of post-war American poetry, 

and someone who kept up  a voluminous correspondence with Allen during the conception of the 

anthology and afterwards. Creeley spent most of these years outside of the United States, and even 

his editorship of The Black Mountain Review and Divers Press, which published seminal books 

including volumes by Paul Blackburn, Larry Eigner, Robert Duncan, and Creeley himself, took 

place in Mallorca.215

Born in Arlington, Massachusetts in 1926, Creeley  served in the American Field Service in 

India and Burma during World War II, then attended Harvard, but left without a degree. He moved 

with his wife and children to Provence in 1951, then to Mallorca the following year. After a stint at 

Black Mountain College, he relocated to Guatemala, then to New Mexico, then to British 

Columbia, before finally resettling in the US during the last decades of his life. For a poet so closely 

identified with “New American” poetry, Creeley didn’t spend much time in the US during the post-

war years, nor did he seem particularly  interested in nationalism. As he wrote in 1952: “my place is 

so much on the paper, and not where it might, even ought, to be. I’m real portable these days, like 

the fucking typewriter. I argue against  ‘place,’ and that false sense of what it counts as, which is 

usually  generator for an altogether dead memory, etc.”216 It  is an striking statement from a poet who 

was so influential to post-war American poetry, and yet seemed to believe that living in Cold War 

America would have a limiting effect on his work.217 

Allen’s geographical organization of the anthology and his division of poets into 

communities based mostly on where they  lived and worked further emphasized his national 
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framework. The difficulties Allen had in organizing the book this way, and the opposition he faced 

with poets such as Robert Duncan, who vocally disputed some poets’ claims to be San Francisco 

poets, point to the heterogeneity of the post-war avant-garde and also to the fact that such regional 

communities were, in Anderson’s terms “imagined.” Allen all but admits to this in his introduction 

to the anthology:

In order to give the reader some sense of the history of the period and 
the primary  alignment of the writers, I have adopted the unusual 
device of dividing the poets in to five large groups, though these 
divisions are somewhat arbitrary and cannot be taken as rigid 
categories… The first group includes those poets who were originally 
closely identified with the two important magazines of the period, 
Origin and Black Mountain Review, which first published their 
mature work… the second group, the San Francisco Renaissance… 
The Beat Generation, the third group, was originally associated with 
New York, but they  first attracted national attention in San 
Francisco… John Ashbery, Kenneth Koch, and Frank O’Hara, of the 
fourth group, the New York School Poets, first met at Harvard… The 
fifth group has no geographical definition… Occasionally arbitrary 
and for the most part more historical than actual, these groups can be 
justified finally only  as a means to give the reader some sense of 
milieu and to make the anthology more a readable book and less still 
another collection of “anthology pieces.” (xii-xiii)

The editor’s caginess here is apparent. Nonetheless, Allen’s insistence on organizing his anthology 

this way would alter the popular perception of American poetry, defining it  along geographical lines 

that drew focus away from New England as the traditional center of literary production.218  It would 

also present  the avant-garde as a nationwide phenomenon that was stylistically varied, taking 

inspiration from different parts of the country. 

From the earliest stages of planning the anthology, Allen seems to have considered a 

geographical style of organization, so apparently his sense of American poetry as divided along 

geographical lines was inherent to his conception of the milieu, and anything that complicated this 

style of organization, such as foreign poets, would likely  be ignored. Writing to James Broughton in 
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early September, 1959, Allen described his concept of an arrangement that would be “somewhat 

historical as well as being geographical.”219  But  it  wasn’t until the previous generation of poets was 

excluded from the book that place became Allen’s primary means of organization. As he phrased it 

in a letter to Robert  Creeley a few days later, the “problem” was one of deciding “where does the 

muscle begin.”220 

By 1960 Allen had decided. That year he wrote that his purpose in arranging the anthology 

geographically was “to give a somewhat historical presentation of a whole new movement & 

generation and to arrange it so that it would be interesting to read and easily informative as well.” 

Elsewhere he is more explicit about how his designs took precedence over the wishes of some of 

the poets:

Outside of Duncan, I didn’t  really worry about what… a poet would 
feel about his location in the book. And by setting up the fifth section 
I proceeded to deny the validity of the geographical as of now. 
However, in a new edition I have been thinking I’d rearrange the 
whole thing, presenting poets chronologically by year of birth, drop a 
couple of names and add several new ones.221

As we have seen, this style of organization would be influential for future anthologists and critics. 

Yet it was one of the most controversial parts of Allen’s anthology, and one which brings the local 

aspects of American nationalism into focus while suggesting the degree to which Allen’s 

geographically dispersed communities were imagined rather than actual. The fact that several of the 

poets chafed against his editorial restraints suggests the idiosyncrasy and perhaps the 

inappropriateness of these categories. 

Allen’s regional conception of post-war American poetry seems to have emerged in 1956 

when he was considering a San Francisco-focused issue of The Evergreen Review. Through his 

correspondence, Duncan emerges as something of a gatekeeper for the San Francisco scene. The 
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poet would become a thorn in Allen’s side, withdrawing his poems from the issue at first and 

generally  being difficult  to work with in the future. Ultimately he would call Allen’s idea of a 

“regional anthology… Strange.”222  Duncan took particular umbrage at Allen’s suggestion of 

including Gregory Corso in The Evergreen Review, writing: 

I will not tolerate the inclusion of Corso… Corso was imported to San 
Francisco for a period of one month so that Ginsberg could present 
his gang as San Francisco poetry. Corso’s claims to inclusion in that 
category are entirely fraudulent.223  

In a later letter, Duncan writes to Allen: 

As I wrote to you before should Corso be included in an anthology of 
San Francisco work I will not permit the appearance of any  of my 
work… This is entirely  based on the fact that he is not  a San 
Francisco poet.224 

Finally, Corso’s work was not included in the issue, and in Allen’s anthology he would be 

placed in the Beat Generation section. Duncan’s dispute with Allen suggests that Allen’s avant-

garde was not as united as the anthology made it seem. Lawrence Ferlinghetti was also skeptical 

about Allen’s geographic system of organization, writing to the editor:

Your anthology is big historical-type event even if your groupings are 
kind of artificial, though cool. It’s real cool editing job, but the 
geographical classification is really irrelevant these days, what with 
everyone commuting between metropolises. Then too, 6 or 7 out of 
the 11 poets you list in Section 5 have been more closely associated 
with San Francisco than anywhere else, and they have also been here 
most of the time. I think the geographical shd [sic] have been ignored 
completely, but, as it is, I certainly feel somewhat out of place in the 
“SF Group” which seems to be mostly leftovers from the “Berkeley 
Renaissance” or the “SF Renaissance” of a dozen years ago, plus a 
few young arrivals. As to the new poets in SF section, I don’t see how 
you could choose the ones you did instead of Kaufman, Brautigan. 
(How come you ignored Kaufman, anyway?)225
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It is telling that Ferlinghetti, a San Francisco poet if there ever was one, feels uncomfortable being 

presented as such. His and Duncan’s comments indicate that Allen’s arrangement of his material 

was less than organic. While many of the poets argued against geographical strictures, Allen 

insisted on them. And it  wasn’t only poets who objected to the organization of the anthology. The 

geographical boundaries inevitably riled regional feelings in readers and critics as well. Reviewing 

the anthology for the San Francisco Sunday Chronicle, Vincent McHugh complained that the effect 

of Allen’s organization was “a false displacement toward New York” when San Francisco deserved 

more credit for supporting modern poetry, “even if we don’t have the money  to publish big 

anthologies.”226

Much can happen between conceiving of a poetry anthology and publishing it. There is no 

doubt that between 1957 – when Allen “began to ponder what I saw happening in American poetry, 

beginning to think that this new writing connected… a possible movement”227  and November 3, 

1959, when he would write in his diary  “Turned in the New American Poetry antho[logy] yesterday 

(Monday). Great fatigue, lassitude last night…”228  – countless difficult  decisions, revisions, 

excisions, and changes of mind had taken place. Through all these negotiations, Allen remained 

determined, and also faithful to a national idea of modern American poetry. As a professional editor 

Allen must have been aware that much of his anthology’s commercial success would depend on its 

national cohesion. A disparate collection of unrelated poets is much easier to ignore than a cohesive 

group embodying “[America’s] avant-garde” (xi). But the success that nationalism brought for the 

anthology has come at the price of a limited conception of post-war anglophone poetry.

          Examining more closely  the poets included and excluded from The New American Poetry, as 

well as the group  dynamics among the poets and their opinions about his editorial choices, we see 
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that what Allen presented as a flourishing of specifically  American poetry after World War II was 

more heterogeneous and transnational than it appears. Not  only are Allen’s decisions regarding 

inclusion somewhat arbitrary, but the American poets he presents as a homogeneous avant-garde are 

both less united and more international than he suggests. Bearing in mind the actual locations of 

production for American post-war avant-garde poetry, as well as the examples of Turnbull, Adam, 

Levertov and the peripatetic Robert Creeley, it is clear that the “thing” Olson described was not 

exactly  “most national.” Simply to judge a book by its cover or its contents page – and bearing in 

mind the influence of The New American Painting – The New American Poetry is American literary 

propaganda.

4.3. Red, White, and Recognizable: The Design and Title of The New American 

Poetry

The most immediately apparent features of The New American Poetry are its title and cover, 

a stylized version of the American flag. These made the anthology instantly recognizable as 

American during a time when demonstrations of one’s nationality took on a heightened 

significance. Representing the dominant political and cultural ideologies of the Cold War, these 

features would be retained in several of Allen’s subsequent publications. 
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The cover of The New American Poetry was designed by  the artist  Roy Kuhlman, the house 

designer for Grove Press during the 1950s and 1960s.229 An abstracted version of the American flag 

in keeping with Kuhlman’s signature style, which often featured images influenced by  Abstract 

Expressionism and utilized the paint  stroke technique most recognizable in the work of Franz Kline, 

the cover of the first edition hardcover features five crooked or broken horizontal red brushstrokes, 

mimicking an American flag waving in the wind. On the top left corner, the text  reads: “The New 

American Poetry” in black; “1945 – 1960” in red; and “Edited by  Donald M. Allen” in gray; and 

this against a white background. The back cover lists the title in black and red, with the names of 

the poets included. If one opens the cover all the way, it appears as if the names of the poets on the 

back cover are the stars of the flag suggested by the front  cover.230  The simplicity of the graphic 

layout bespeaks a quiet confidence in the claim that this is the new poetry from the United States, 
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while the abstracted version of the American flag suggests that we are dealing with a new vision of 

what it means to be American. 

Kuhlman was not the only American artist reconsidering the flag as a symbol of American 

life and patriotism in the years following World War II. Readers familiar with modern American art 

in the 1950s – the very  milieu that Allen sought to connect with poetry in his introduction to The 

New American Poetry – would have been reminded, upon seeing the anthology’s cover, of Jasper 

Johns’s painting Flag, completed in 1955 and first  exhibited in New York City  at  The Leo Castelli 

Gallery, one of Abstract Expressionism’s home bases, in 1958. Due to Allen and Kuhlman’s 

connections to New York City’s art world, it is not unlikely that they  would have been aware of 

Johns’s painting, but by examining Kuhlman’s use of the America flag motif on the anthology’s 

cover I do not mean to suggest that he was copying Johns. The potency of the American flag as a 

symbol ripe for reconsideration was central to the cultural climate of the Cold War, from the 

establishment of Flag Day as an Act of Congress in 1949 to the addition of “under God” in the 

Pledge of Allegiance in 1954. As Michael Davidson writes, the anthology’s cover “reminds us that 

the NAP was engaged in a project of national redefinition as much as a poetic one.” 

The flag on the cover was partly patriotic but mostly satiric because it 
marked a set of alternative political and social positions to American 
consensus that would not be found in the reigning college anthology 
of the period, Brooks’s and Warren’s Understanding Poetry. As 
Golding and others have indicated, it was an era of “anthology wars” 
where poetic turf was being defended for the hearts and minds of 
English teachers in the expanded educational system of the 1960s.231

While I disagree that the flag is “mostly satiric,” Davidson is right to point out that the cover 

suggests a reconsideration of symbols of American-ness, which was in itself a political act during 

this period. 
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The cover of The New American Poetry has parallels with Johns’s famous painting in at 

least one other important way. Just as Johns would regularly  revisit and recreate Flag in a fashion 

that was significant both for him, the painting, and American culture, Allen would reuse and 

reconfigure his title and cover in subsequent publications. Later editions of The New American 

Poetry would use a design similar to Kuhlman’s original, although the jagged paint strokes would 

be replaced by somewhat smoother lines. Allen also made use of the original anthology’s design 

concept in publications that revisit The New American Poetry’s legacy and helped to ensure its 

continued relevance, including New American Story (1965); The New Writing in the U.S.A (1967); 

The Poetics of The New American Poetry (1973); and The Postmoderns: The New American Poetry 

Revised (1982), all of which contain a reference to The New American Poetry, in their title, on their 

cover, or in their introductions. New American Story has a very similar cover design as the original 

anthology, with seven waving red lines interspersed by white, an abstract flag waving in heavier 

wind, perhaps, than The New American Poetry. The Poetics of the New American Poetry features an 

American flag with seven red stripes bent in a similar style to the original waving pattern from 

1960. This time the stars are also present. In direct homage to Jasper Johns, The Postmoderns: The 

New American Poetry Revised uses his painting Three Flags (1958) on the cover, confirming both 

the importance of this national symbol for Allen’s project and the importance of Johns’s 

reconfiguration of that symbol.
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By continually  revisiting his original project in this way, Allen consolidated its canonical 

position. This is not something that was unfamiliar to Johns, as art critic Fred Orton has pointed out:

[Flag] achieves this status not only by  becoming established as the 
work that begins “Jasper Johns” but by being repeated by Johns 
himself. He continually returns to it and retrieves it, makes another 
Flag or paints another Stars and Stripes, to mark the progress of the 
changing surface appearance of his art and thus reassure those, 
including himself, who need the ideological and financial security  it 
provides, that all his work is indexed to it and to the “Jasper Johns” 
who produced it and whom it produces. That is to say, the dynamic of 
repeating Flag keeps “Jasper Johns-ness” present even as a new 
beginning is made and a new kind of “Jasper Johns” is created.232 

In the same way, by revisiting the success of The New American Poetry in various 

publications over two decades, Allen not only  reassured himself and critics that his own work as an 

editor was indexed to his original breakthrough anthology, but also suggested to critics, poets and 

readers that all of avant-garde or postmodern American poetry was indexed to The New American 

Poetry, thus ensuring the continued relevance of the original project while providing a roadmap for 

critical discourse. Ultimately, The New American Poetry does not actually  refer to a single 

publication, but rather a host of publications that together form a consensus about post-war 

American poetry, continually  referring to one another and to the poetry itself. While other poetry 

anthologies of the past 50 years would reference the rivalry between academic and avant-garde, or 

insiders versus outsiders, or play up the rebellious nature of non-academic poets, no anthologist has 

so completely laid claim to such a specifically national project as Allen, or has so dramatically 

reorganized what might have been a transnational literary discourse.

4.4. The Decisive Defining Factor: Donald Allen’s Construction of American Poetry
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Taking Allen’s introduction at face value, it is easy to imagine The New American Poetry as 

the end point in a debate, stretching back to Colonial days, about the possibility of a specifically 

American poetry. In the 1960s, William Carlos Williams was the staunchest supporter of an 

American poetic idiom. Yet this very idiom was soon in frequent use by poets well beyond US 

shores, indicating that instead of being an essentially American characteristic, it had more to do 

with the English language and its poetic tradition. Kenneth Rexroth proposed an alternative 

narrative of post-war American poetry, one that takes into account the internationalism of the first 

generation of modernists, about whom even Olson admitted when he wrote to Allen: “even the 

papas were international.”233  By the early  twentieth century, American poetry had more 

convincingly  than ever established its independence from Britain, according to critics including 

Harriet Monroe.234  But American verse, as is evident in the French-infused poetry  of Eliot and 

Pound’s Provencal, Chinese and Greek translations, and more generally  in the wealth of 

international quotations and literary allusions in their work and their lives in Europe, was 

transnational or at  the very least tuned into international developments. So by the 1920s, Rexroth 

could write of a “Fundamental Disagreement with Two Contemporaries,” referring to André Breton 

and Tristan Tzara. 235  Another index was the Armory Show of 1913 which profoundly influenced not 

only the development of American art, but also its literature, Wallace Stevens, Williams, and 

Rexroth (who attended the show as a young boy with his parents) would attest.236 

The argument for a world literature or an international modern idiom during this period was 

compelling, and would grow even more so by  the late 1930s with the arrival of the surrealists in 
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New York City, allowing American and European art to confront one another again.237  But by the 

late 1930s, New Critical ideology  had begun to standardize the American curriculum by focusing on 

received forms and the American poets who wrote in them. In the 1920s and 1930s poets such as 

Rexroth, Kenneth Patchen and Kenneth Fearing, among many others, were writing poetry that 

would fit alongside the work of figures from other countries, like Octavio Paz, Pablo Neruda and 

Nazim Hikmet – a poetry  embracing a modern idiom and sensibility  and an international sense of 

citizenship regardless of language. But as Alan Filreis has shown, by  the early 1940s, strong forces 

were at work in American poetry to brand such writers – and their style of poetry – as anti-

American, a gesture that increased in intensity during the Cold War. 

Rexroth would persist in his international outlook, publishing important transnational essays 

such as “The Influence of French Poetry on American” during the height of Cold War literary 

nationalism, while also translating hundreds of poems from Japanese, French and German. Today 

most know Rexroth solely as the father of the Beat Generation, however he was instrumental in 

pushing the sensibilities of young American poets toward Zen philosophy and more generally Asian 

poetry  and culture. This is only one thread of the transnationalism of The New American Poetry that 

could be teased out further.   

Subscribing to the narrative that American poetry embraced an international modernism in 

the early twentieth century before being stifled and provincialized in the 1930s and ‘40s, and 

bearing in mind the transnationalism of the poets in the anthology as well as the international 

locations of the journals and presses that published them leads to an interesting conclusion. Just as a 

new, younger generation of poets emerging after World War II began to reject New Critical values, 

exploring and expanding the internationalism of the modernists, Allen’s anthology  nationalized 

them. This deepened the split between “cooked and raw” American poetry while also strengthening 

the conflation of so-called academic poetry with dusty  British formalism, which fit perfectly  into 
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Cold War cultural positions. This interpretation and its persistent influence continues to 

provincialize American verse while also diverting attention from the political ramifications of the 

avant-garde in favor of divisions between free and formal verse.

The image of American poetry presented by  The New American Poetry is skewed in ways 

few were in a position to understand in 1960. Only  later revelations would show the forces at work 

in crafting the post-war image of America, at home and abroad. Allen’s anthology  dusted off and 

renovated a manufactured image of American newness as it sought to redefine the landscape in 

which discussions of literature and culture took place. Ultimately, Allen’s anthology entrenched a 

sense of American exceptionalism that remains dominant.

Poetry anthologies always raise questions of canons, and canons help  create nations. Yet, as 

David Wheatley writes, “Few forms of literary production are simultaneously  more revealing and 

more concealing of the nature of contemporary poetry than the anthology.”238  Furthermore, Allen’s 

choice to create an anthology of Americans resulted in redefining the broader anglophone canon, 

making experimental poetry seem like the sole property of the US, and formal poetry ultimately 

English. Many literary  critics and readers continue to associate traditional poetic form with Britain 

and voice-based free verse with American poets descending from William Carlos Williams’s 

insistence on the American idiom. What Allen seems to have believed, along with Olson, was that 

the poets he collected in his anthology were writing poetry that was uniquely  American. There can 

be no question that Allen was engaged in the recreation of the identity  of American poetry and that 

in achieving this goal his anthology was as limiting as it was liberating. The significance of any 

successful anthology amounts to far more than increased visibility  for individual poets. As Robert 

Von Hallberg has written: 

Canonists worry about what will enable a community of readers to 
distinguish first- from second-rate thought and expression. A national 
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canon stands as proof that  such distinctions can be made so as to 
command assent; that the nation asks from its writers support for its 
policies, at  the very least its educational policies; that one national 
objective is to preserve, by education, a hold on the past and a claim 
on the future.239

What Allen achieved with The New American Poetry was a redefinition of the anglophone 

canon, which conservatives had been attending to during the 1950s in order to purge it of any so-

called radical influence. As these influences were driven underground, and as a politically and 

formally conservative orthodoxy solidified its dominance through academic posts and popular 

publications, a poetic underground was spreading in discrete locations throughout the country and 

abroad, and writers around the world were innovating the English language. The exclusion of 

writers such as Gael Turnbull juxtaposed with the inclusion of Helen Adam and Denise Levertov 

may seem unfortunate – at least  for Turnbull. But this nationalism had a focusing effect for the 

anthology even as it signified an inward – and conceptually  conservative – turn for American 

poetry. While Allen’s original goals for the collection were simply  to “get [Grove Press] other books 

by poets but also build name [sic] of press,”240  his accomplishment was far more significant: a 

nationalist reorientation of anglophone poetry and the establishment of American poetry as a 

separate entity  from Britain; a decentralization of mainstream American poetry; and a 

reconsideration of the role of the anthology in canon formation. This critical reexamination of the 

anthology shows that it concealed as much as it revealed. 
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Afterword: Problems with the American Avant-garde Canon

Chapter I ended with two questions: Why was Allen’s model of American poetry  so 

influential, and are the anthology’s divisions and conflations still useful for critics today? It  should 

now be clear that The New American Poetry reflected and revised many of the social and political 

values of its time: it  suggested new lifestyles and ways of conceiving literature and also echoing the 

nationalism of the 1950s. Why this divisive model has remained influential into the 21st century is 

perhaps because it  is mutually  beneficial: with a two-camp model there is space for members of 

both camps, and those members get  to feel a sense of purpose from rallying for one style against 

another without any real risk that either will be vanquished. 

To the second question, whether this model is useful today, we must answer in the negative. 

Not only  have transnational scholars already  revealed ways of reading poetry that  privilege what 

James Clifford has called routes of influence rather than roots,241  but considering how deeply 

entrenched Allen’s anthology is in a Cold War conception of the world, it is clear this model is 

outdated at best, for reasons of politics as well as culture. We need new ways to talk about The New 

American Poetry and avant-garde anglophone poetry since World War II. 

The American poetry scene of the twenty-first century  is radically  different from that of 

1960. The proliferation of cheap  printing which blossomed in the 1970s into what has been termed 

“the mimeograph revolution”242  changed the publishing landscape, leading to a democratization of 

print and publicity  that  was revolutionary, though it was only  a ripple in comparison with the effects 

of digital printing and internet publishing. Coupled with the increased ubiquity of MFA programs, 

there are now more poets publishing – and more places to publish – than before. Such fruitful 

decentralization has led critics including Ron Silliman to declare the print anthology obsolete. 
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Silliman has suggested a digital anthology  – a sort of Wikipedia of poets – as one possible way 

forward.243  Whatever or not one agrees, it is unlikely that a single anthology of poetry  such as 

Allen’s could now have such a dramatic and lasting effect.

It is an effect that continues to this day, despite changes in the literary landscape. That 

Allen’s anthology is still regarded as uniquely important is clear. What remains to be elaborated 

upon are the persistent problematics of Allen’s model of the American avant-garde, which contains 

very few women and even fewer minorities, as suggested in previous chapters. 2015 witnessed such 

large and small controversies in American poetry as Kenneth Goldsmith’s aforementioned 

appropriation of Michael Brown’s autopsy report,244 Vanessa Place’s tweeting of racist content from 

Gone with the Wind,245 Michael Derrick Hudson’s use of a Chinese pen name,246  and the supposed 

cis-male sexism of online publications including Jay Sizemore’s poem “Scowl.”247  Thus, it seems 

that race and gender provoked the most charged debates in American poetry, and not form. And 

indeed, critics including Cathy  Park Hong and CAConrad have begun to question this problematic 

legacy. While this dissertation has largely  been concerned with the formal and political elements of 

the book, its racial and sexual politics deserve further consideration, if only at this juncture as a way 

to support a reorientation of the discourse. 

The demographics of the anthology are clear: Four women and one poet of color. By  the 

standards of the time this would not  have raised eyebrows. If we consider Allen’s exclusion of 
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minorities and women in tandem with the anthology’s nationalism they can seem analogous – and 

yet just as the cultural and political context of the late 1950s reveals something larger and more 

significant about Allen’s nationalism, going beyond the contemporary picture of the sexist  and 

racist 1950s may offer a fresh way of looking at  this poetry. It also brings into focus the significant 

poetry  written by women and minorities that has been largely excluded from the dominant critical 

narrative. Bob Kaufman, Steve Jonas, Rosalie Moore, Jeanne McGahey and the Actionist Group are 

just a few interesting and engaging poets who only appear to readers venturing off the beaten track 

of Allen’s interpretation of the post-war anglophone avant-garde as dominantly white and male.

One could easily dismiss The New American Poetry as a product of its age. Investigating 

more closely, we see a stranger pattern. Why wouldn’t Allen include the women whom Duncan 

suggested? The editor’s annoyance with Duncan may have made him less willing to take his 

suggestions. But the exclusion of obviously  significant poets of color like Bob Kaufman is harder to 

explain.

Another exclusion that must be registered is that of the overtly left wing poets of the Civil 

Rights movement. There was in fact a whole generation of politically  engaged poets that may have 

fit Allen’s rubric, but were not included. On one hand their lack of visibility due to the efforts of 

conservative critics could be to blame, but given Allen’s doggedness in seeking out avant-garde 

publishers, this seems unlikely. It  suggests either that Allen was not willing to include them as part 

of what he understood the post-war avant-garde to be, or that he was subscribing to the scrubbed-

down version of American culture as abstracted and apolitical – like modern jazz and painting. 

Whether Allen was simply  swept up in a modern conception of American culture, or he truly did not 

wish to engage in leftist, possibly communist, politics that  might complicate a focused national 

agenda, remains a subject of speculation. What is clear is that just as his editorial decisions distorted 

a renascent transnational poetry in the United States, his selections framed the avant-garde as a 

white, male, movement. However, as we have seen in Chapter III, Allen’s watering down of the 
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anthology’s politics in some ways contributed to its widespread visibility. In such a context, the 

complexities of the post-war poetic landscape were steamrolled and the political debates taking 

place throughout American poetry were rubbed out, leaving in their wake an oversimplified and 

arbitrary division over form that  has continued to preoccupy American poets and critics at the 

expense of larger questions of politics, sex and race. Form has trumped all else, despite signs that 

the poets themselves argued against such arbitrary constraints. 

Beyond the two-camp, national model of the avant-garde, the predominance of white men in 

Allen’s conception remains disturbingly influential, despite the growing feeling that as David 

Wheatley has written, “the default neutral position under which texts are assumed to be spoken by 

white male heterosexuals no longer fits the contemporary  poem, nor is this a useful model for 

reading poems in a heteroglossic society.”248  While successfully introducing many valuable poets to 

a wider readership, Allen’s book set questionable precedents of race and gender that persist more 

than 50 years later. Illuminating the nationalist roots of the work and its origins in Cold War culture 

– as has been the focus of this dissertation – complicates and enriches the critical conception of 

American poetry  of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. Beginning from this point, the 

discourse on American poetry in this century will hopefully broaden to embrace transnational 

sensibilities and engage with the important contributions of minorities and women. One can easily 

argue that claims of racism in the current American avant-garde, namely Conceptual Poetry as 

practiced by Goldsmith and Place, are directly  connected with Allen’s precedent. Had he been more 

radically inclusive in his choices, the current picture of avant-garde anglophone poetry would look 

very different. 

This study  has been interested in the gray zone between purposeful and inadvertent choices, 

and how conscious decisions can have unintended consequences. One imagines Allen would be 

both delighted and chagrined by my argument. A completely inclusive poetry anthology  is 
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impossible, and certainly Allen’s decisiveness played a large part in The New American Poetry’s 

lasting effect. But interrogating his editorial inclusions and exclusions reveals evidence that has for 

too long remained unconsidered. This is the truth behind enemy lines.
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